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An inside look

Are you
IN\ I STIG \l ING
our dorms

■ The women's soccer
team won their first MAC
game over rival Toledo.

■ The women's and
men's cross country
teams are hosting the
Mel Brodt Invitational.

Today marks the last of a three part
series investigating how safe the residence halls are at the University.
Today's story continues with a stepby-step view of how easy it can be to
gain access into any residence hall. It
is written as a first-hand account of
attempts by two BG News reporters
to gain access to residence halls on
campus.

at home?

■ The women's tennis
team is hosting the
BGSU Invitational this
weekend.

■ NOW provides a
comprehensive fall and
winter movie preview by
James Eldred and
Anthony Recznik.

■ Look for a review of
the new gambling film.
"Rounders." starring
Matt Damon and
Edward Norton.
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"Learning without
thought is labor lostThought without
learning is perilous."
Confucius
Ancient Chinese Philosopher

WEBSITE
Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com
if you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

Several dorms disregard
night check-in procedures
By BRANDI BARHITE and
MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

■ Find reviews of new
albums by Marilyn
Manson, Kent and Morrissey.
Opinion
Page Three
Local
Sports
Agate
TV Guide
Entertainment

BG News IUu»tr»tlon/MICHAEL STIPKALA

It's easy to sneak into residence halls and The
News proved it.
On Thursday, Sept. 3, at 12:15 a.m. we began
our adventure. Our mission was to determine if
residential halls are following proper check-in
procedures after midnight. We did not test the residence halls we lived in.
In all instances, we walked into the halls in
clear view of the nightguards. If stopped by the
nightguards we gave deliberately vague answers
to their questions.
Our first attempt was made at Rodgers Hall, at
12:20 a.m. We were stopped by nightguard Ryan
Feikle, and tried to make an excuse about "visiting a friend." Feikle did not buy it, and we were
denied access.
"We definitely check residents in for security
reasons," Feikle said. "There are a lot of lunatics
out there. We check anyone we don't know. If
you're visiting someone, you have to call up and
have them get you."
Feikle said that Rodgers nightguards are careful because there have been incidents in the hall in
the past.
"We've had a couple of problems ... one involving a psycho ex-boyfriend," Feikle said.
Feikle was also critical of the new Residence

Unlocking...
On Thursday, September 3, two BGNews
reporters attempted to walk into residence
halls without signing in or showing identification. Here are their results:

Life policy and did not agree with the option of
not signing in guests.
"It's stupid if you ask me," he said.
On Sunday, Rodgers Hall Council voted to
reinstate the policy of signing in guests.
Prout Hall was next on our list. At 12:30 a.m.,
we walked in the front door and right past the
nightguard. No attempt was made to stop us and
no one asked for identification.
In the ground floor hallway, we talked to several Prout residents and told them of our easy
entry.
"That's absolutely ridiculous," said Heather
Carpenter, freshman English major. "I'm just glad
you're not a mass murderer."
Ashley Elder, sophomore education major, criticized the priorities of the Residence Life staff.
"They'll write you up for alcohol in a second,
but you guys could be wielding knives and they
didn't even stop you," he said.
The nightguard on duty at Prout, who refused
to be identified, cited the new policy as a reason
why we were not checked.
"We have a new policy," he said. "We don't
have to check ID's ... I'm also the only one here
tonight."
At 12:45 a.m. we entered McDonald North. No
one was at the front desk. A source said night-

I See SAFETY, page four.

12:20 a.m. RODGERS HALL - Stopped by a
nightgi
^uard.
12:30 a.m. PROUT HALL - Gained access.
Walked right past nightguard.
12:45 a.m. MAC NORTH - Gained access.
No nightguard was present.
12:50 a.m. MAC WEST - Gained access.
Walked right past nightguard*
1:00 a.m. OFFENHAUER EAST - Stopped by
nightguard.
\»
1:15 a.m. COMPTON/DARROW - Gained
access. Entered PED-access outside door,
walked by front desk, and entered upper
levels of Compton (also PED-access).

... the truth

Women's Center leads safety discussions
□ The new Women's
Center is sponsoring
activities for Women's
Health Month.

"We want to raise awareness on the risks
of wihealthy eating."
Diane Tinsman
courhiior

By CAROLYN STECKEL
The BG News
September is Women's Health
Month and the University is utilizing its new women's center by
sponsoring numerous activities.
The Univerisity's Women's
Center will sponsor a three part
series titled, "No Fear" The
three workshops are Overcoming Menial Monsters, Women
Weilding Technology for Global
Communication, and the Game

of Choice.
Student Health Services and
the Wellness Connection are also
sponsoring many groups and
programs. According to Chris
Hageman, health promotions
coordinator. Dr. Tamara Howell
will be coming to speak Sept. 23
at 7:30 p.m. in the MacDonald
COW room/countryside.
"She will be discussing contraceptives, sexually transmitted
diseases, women's health and

preventive measures," Hageman
said.
The Women's Health Fair is
also taking place Sept. 23 from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Union mall.
"There is going to be 20
exhibitors, and in case of rain it
will be in the McDonald North
breezeway," Hageman said.
Also being sponsored by the
Wellness Connection are self
help groups aimed at bettering
the individual.

One program is the Women's
Wellness Group. According to
Hageman, this group focuses on
building self-esteem, becoming
more assertive, and addresses
issues for healthy living. This
group meets weekly.
Another program that is starting soon is Take A Bite. This is an
eight week weight management
program that focuses on nutritional, behavioral, and psychological issues, and provides a
personalized food and BXCrefM
plan. There is a $5 bursarable fee
for the program.
Another program that deals
with weight and physical
appearance is Turning Points.
According to Elayne Jacoby, a
nurn practitioner at Student

Health Services, it is a seven session, informal educational discussion on weight, shape, and
normal eating.
"We want to raise awareness
on the risks of unhealthy eating,"
Diane Tinsman said. Tinsman is
a counselor at the counseling
center, and along with Jacoby
and Tonya Hefner, a nutrition
educator, .-o-facilitates the group,
More information on these
programs can be obtained
through the Wellness Connection
and Student Health Servic a
The Women's Center, located
in Hannah Hall, opened earlier
this month. This center w \
ated to accommodate the rv
of women at the University and
in the community.
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Opinion

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

America's values change, deteriorate PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
Are you aware of the on-campus
It's official— we've turned our
political system into the Jerry
Springer show!
Anyone who
thinks on a strictly political level
has sublimated themself to a
mediocre state of mind.
But
recent events dictate that I should
limit the focus of this article.
My first reaction to the Starr
report was disgust. But then I
remembered that this is America,
land of opportunity. Perhaps this
whole circus is a blessing in disguise?
In 1920. Germany experienced come to the crux of the problem.
The next question is. is it any of
a similar crisis to what we're in.
The masses believed that family our business what the President
values were falling to youth with- does sexually? I would think it
out morals. Of course, the real isn't our business what two conproblem was that the established senting adults do behind closed
power at the time was losing its doors. Do we really believe all the
grip on the people. This brings us gay rights slogans that state this?
Or does the bedroom door apply to
to 1998.
Our President has been only gay and straight people and
accused of adultery. Is this a pun- not to Presidents?
ishable offense? Not in Salt Lake
This brings us to the symbolic
City. We are a puritanical nation. part of the discussion. The Presiwhere the majority hold the opin- dential office Is a symbol of the
ion that a family should consist of American people: it's our invention
one man and one woman, and that and we own it. The American
sex should be between those two people do not own the President
only. What we're really dealing himself. In the past century, the
with here is a shifting of values.
office of the President has become
Is it okay for the President to more and more symbolic and the
have sex? Of course it is. He's a President (the man) has become
human being and sex is one of the more and more of a scapegoat for
primal needs of our species. Is it American sins.
I am convinced that a coup d
okay for the President to have sex
with anyone but his wife? Now we etat (overthrow of the government

by politically motivated Individu- dom). Isn't it Just imposing Amerals ) occurred in this country on ican ideals on weaker and unsusNovember 22. 1963—the assassi- pecting cultures? There isn't any
nation of President Kennedy. Mil- nation that is a threat to us. so we
itant minded politicians, who
hired mercenary assassins to do have to create theml
The Presidential symbol is
their dirty work, took the people's
elected leader out of office. As a being torn down and perhaps this
result, the nation went to war and is a blessing. Maybe this will allow
the space program was ground In us to see what has been motivatthe dirt.
ing American activities in other
Any glory that America once
held, became a symbolic shield countries for the last thirty-five
that allowed fascist elements to years. I'd like to know who footed
the bill for Ken Starr. I bet there's
thrive in our government.
Now it's thirty-five years later. some cigarette and gun money in
The President can't be assassinat- there somewhere.
ed anymore because the American
How many millions have been
people ask too many questions
and there are too many cameras. wasted on destroying our symSo the crucifixion of the nineties bols? How much money has been
takes place on the television spent showing the rest of the
screen. It's called character assas- world that America isn't as mighty
sination and it is political propa- as her weapons make it seem?
ganda at it's best.
It's funny, because I don't Maybe we and the rest of the world
remember an independent counsel can finally see that America isn't
being assigned to investigate what it was two hundred and
Ronald Reagan when his office twenty-two years ago.
armed the third world countries
Just think what that money
and instigated the terrorist situacould have been used for. We
tion we have today.
1 don't
remember an independent counsel could have given every University
being assigned to investigate Pres- President in the country another
ident Bush's actual motives in the raise.
Gulf War. These individuals were
responsible for the death of many
Josh Minion can be reached at
people in the world (though they
call it protecting American free- jminlon @ bgnet. bgsu. edu

Mary Beth Murtha

check-in policies? What are your
thoughts?

Jill Goodman
Sophomore
Undecided
"I guess it doesn't
matter if you're
staying with the
resident, but in
certain situations it
would."

Mike Young
Sophomore
Sports Mgmt.
"It's a waste of time
when I'm drunk, I
don't want to

check in."

Manila Washington
Junior
Intl. Business
"For safety measures, they should
check the
guests in."
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Brian Bihn
Freshman
Rec. & Leisure Studies
"Actually I could
really.careless."

Andrea Cappelletti
Freshman
Journalism
"Yes, I think It's ridiculous
because they know us,
and they don't know
our guests -it's all a
waste of time."

The BG News
"An independent student voice serving
Bowling Green since 1920"
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu
DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief
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Cigarettes begin long road to suicide
Picture this: sitting on a step
outside having a cigarette before
the start of class. This picture is
me and many of you. at least three
times a day. Have you ever asked
■ yourself. "Why?" I have, many
times, beginning from a year and a
half ago. when I first began smoking cigarettes. I still have not
come up with a logical reason to
defend my habit. However. I've
found more than a few reasons
why I shouldn't smoke
Smoking, as defined in a medical dictionary, is the act of drawing into the mouth and puffing out
the smoke of tobacco contained in
a cigarette, cigar or pipe. Before
1962. nobody knew smoking was
even remotely hazardous to one's
health. In 1964. a committee of
health experts, hired by the Surgeon General of the U.S.. reported
that (in short) cigarette smoking
was a health hazard of sufficient
importance in the U.S.
Because of I his research, now
we all know that smoking is very
harmful to our bodies, yet we still
light one up every hour or so. In
psychological terms, smoking is
considered a form of suicide. Isn't
that a strange and scary thought?
If you think about it. we really ARE
slowly but surely committing suicide. It Is a proven fact that If we
smoke, we are shortening our life
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spans by as much as 10 to 15
years. Are we really that addicted
to nicotine? Or Is it the carbon
monoxide, carcinogens and irritant substances with which we
like to pollute our precious bodies i When I am faced with the fact
that I could die when I am 60.
instead of 70. the truth is I don't
really think about it. Either way.
I'll be old. right? However, when I
am married, my children are married, and the innocent faces of my
grandchildren are staring back at
me like Ihey need all that I can
give, I'm more than positive I'll
want to stick around a little longer.
And by that time. I will have
absolutely no control over It.
I know that you all hear, over
and over, that "smoking is bad" for
you as human beings. But do you
realize the risks you're taking, as a

female or a male? Well girls,
smoking poses a serious threat for
us as females. Toxic chemicals in
cigarette tobacco affect the hormone producing cells in the
ovaries causing us to begin
menopause early. In other words,
we will get "old" faster and earlier
than females who didn't smoke.
We will be wrinkly and worn-outlooking way before our nonsmoking friends. They will still look
decent, while we look like our
grandmas (not that that is bad)
but who wants to look 15 years
older than they are?
Also, female smokers have a
much higher risk of cancer of the
cervix or uterus. We may not even
be able to get pregnant without
many difficulties.
Okay guys, it's your turn. Men
who've smoked for years are more
likely to have abnormally low
penile blood pressure. Smoking
damages the tiny blood vessels
that supply the penis. This means
you may not be able to have an
erection. A threat to your future?
Interestingly enough, the urge
to smoke lasts only from three to
five minutes. During this time, we
should find something to do. to
keep our minds off this craving.
Drink some carrot Juice! Fresh
carrot Juice is said to be the best
preventatlve measure against lung

cancer, next to a proper diet.
Sorry, no BudLight and Marlboros
for dinner tonight!
I hope this article serves its
small purpose. I wrote It only to
give me a reason to read about
smoking. It Is meant to make us
aware that strangely enough, we
are slowly committing suicide.
Take a look at your life, is it really
that bad? Now maybe your question to me. after hearing me
preach to all of you. is "Do I plan
to quit smoking?" I'm sorry, but
truthfully I have not decided yet. I
don't know whether or not I Just
like it. or If the addiction has
silently crept over me.
The point I am trying to make to
all of you. Including myself, is that
the next time we attempt to light
one up. we should all consider
this, "we are all on the road to the
grave, but there's no reason to be
in the passing lane."
Frances Sawyer can be reached
at JransawObgnet. bgsu.edu
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Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bgnews@bgnetbgsu.edu

Dear BG News:
I'm considering becoming a
vegetarian but I'm worried
about getting all the nutrients
that I need in my diet. Is it
possible to stay healthy with
out eating meat?
Veggie Lover, Prout

Dear A range:
The bottom line is would you
really want to date a guy that
was only interested in your
breast size? If you do, then you
have some serious self-esteem
issues. Besides any guy th.it
would be rude enough to say
anything about it isn't even
worth listening to.

Dear Veggie Lover:
Well, it depends on what type
of vegetarian you are. If you
are vegan, which means no animal products, then you need to
pay special attention to the following nutrients: protein, calcium, vitamins D & B12, iron,
and zinc. If you haven't
already, try soy products, such
as soy milk, include enriched
and fortified grains and cortvil
products. Advice for all vegetarians: eat a variety of foods.

take you to get ready even if it
means that you need to wake
up earlier. Keep a detailed
schedule of all your appointments and make sure that you
leave yourself enough time
between them to get to the
next one.
Dear BG News:
I met a guy recently that I
really hit it off with. We
exchanged numbers and he
promised to call me. It has
been over two weeks, why
hasn't he called?
Becoming impatient, Offenhauer

Dear BG News:
I am always running late. It
doesn't matter where I am
going or what time I have to
be there, I am consistently
running between 10 and 15
minutes behind. All my
friends and colleagues have
gotten used to it but I hate
them having to make plans
assuming that I won't be there
on time. Do you have any suggestions on how I can be more
prompt?
Late Kate, Ridge

Dear BG News:
I have a really small chest,
Everyone has told me that it
doesn't make a difference, but
it seems like it does to most of
the guys I know. Do big
breasts really matter?
In the A range, Founders

24
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32
34
36
40
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
52
53
57
58
59
60
62

63 Treble sign
65 Beanies

First of all, you need to realize
that by being tardy all the time
you are being rude to anyone
that has to wait on you. Try to
overestimate the time it will

1
2
3
4

5 Pleated
6 Term of
endearment
7 Std.
8 Baking
chambers
9 Only |ust
10 Numbers evenly
divisible by other
numbers
11 Hunter ot stars?
12 Representative
13 High-strung
21 Eccentric piece
23 -Bnoeshead
Revisited"
author
24 Actress Winfrey
25 Old World lizard
30 Leg bone
33 Environmental
researcher
35 Most heartfelt
37 a
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Alpha Omicron Pi Raffle for
Prizes (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec, May
or Aug. must attend to be included in the historic 1999 Key Year
book. Please call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your sitting Portraits
arc taken from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Excel 97 — Introduction (9
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Pembcrvilli' I ihrarv. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
414/372-8181.

Public Skating (Noon - 2
p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate ($2
admission).
Sixty Years' War for the

Print Sale (9 a.m. - 11 p.m.)
Ballroom, Union. Students are
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PAGE THREE is intended as an
irreverent look at The University.
We at The BG News consider it
an offbeat page where we try to
offer something for everybody.
Opinions expressed herein are
solely those of our staff.
Have a nice day.

41 City north ot
Tampa
46 Frugal
49 Plant disease
51 Swallow
53 Acadian in exile
54 tubby plus
55 Commutes
56 Aluminum
company
61 LSD to users
64 Burning
66 School org.
67 Chinese sauce

To earn a doctorate degree, a student must do
original research, write a dissertation and earn 90
semester hours beyond a bachelor's degree.

Sunny

Partly Cloudy

LOW: 55

HIGH: 83

LOW: 58

-Upcoming Event*- ia a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar ofeventa on (he web
page baa a more complete Hating of evenly and can be acceaaed through -www.bgiu.edu".

able to buy posters and prints
from their favorite movies, teleV ision, and cartoon shows.

Adobe Photoshop Workshop
(8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Media 100 Lab. Class meets
again on Sept. 19. Fee. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, International or Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
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Also not
Cataloniari
cheer
Crimea's
neighbor
Beer ingredient

/
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PUZZLE

68 Functions
69 Device lor lifting
70 Toward the
center
71 Robin's home
72 Shabby
73 6/6/44
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Dear Impatient:
It could be that this guy really
has been too busy to call or
he's | us I Irving to get up the
nerve. So, if he does call sometime in the near future give
him the benefit of the doubt.
But two weeks is a rather long
time to wait for a pKone call,
so don't linger on it to long if
he doesn't call it may have
nothing to do with you.

Deal Kate:

ACROSS
Snack
Computer insert
Castle trench
Butter sub
Superman in
movies
Argue lor
Harvest
Avid
Claim on income
Movie award
Sir Isaac and
Wayne
Clumsy clod
Cigar end
Irish toast
Org. ol Couples
Fncounter
Slangy assent
Flatten
Hall platform
Woods cleanng
Exxon rival
Baseball stat
Surround
Chaos
Coloration
Stepped on it
Research rm.
Dull pain
Self-image
Petals ot a
flower
Period of note
Horizontal lineup
Ms. Van Buren
Gam and Dove
"Return ot the

CROSS

.-

14

Great Lakes. 1754-1814
(1:30 p.m.)
ioi Obcamp Hall. A public
conference concerned with the
period (mm the French and Indian War through the War ol 1812.
For
additional
information
contact Ann Belts, Continuing
Education, 419/372-8181; e-mail,
abetts©bgnet.bgsu.edu.
History and Hollywood:
Amistad as History and
Movie (3:30 p.m.)
117 Olscamp Hall. Howard
Jones is University Research Pror at the University of Alabama and author of "Mutiny on the
Amistad." Sponsored by the
Africana Studies Committee,

the Departments of Ethnic Studies and History, and Phi Alpha
rheta, the International History
Honorary.

coach Jay Harris, open the 199899 season with this two-day tournament at Butler.

Volleyball vs. Maryland-Baltimore County (5 p.m.)
Harrisonburg, Va. The Falcons
play the first of three matches in
the James Madison University
Days Inn Classic.

60 Years War For the Great
Lakes Conference (TBA)
BGSU and Various Sites. Conference meets through Sept. 20.
For more information or to register, call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs at 419/372-8181

UAO, Campus Film "City of
Angels" (8 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
Olscamp 111.

Saturday, 9/19/98

Men's Tennis at Butler Invitational (TBA)
Indianapolis, Ind. The Falcons,
under the direction of third-year

shopping trip to Birch Run and
Frankenmuth. The bus will leave
Meijer (on Conant in Maumee)
promptly at 8 a.m. For more
details, contact the Alumni Office
at 419/372-2701.
Mud Volleyball Tournament
Fundraiser (8 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Mud volleyball courts. Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, Air Force ROTC.
Women's Tennis hosts BGSU
Invitational (9 a.m.)
Keefe Courts. The Falcon
women open the 1998-99 season
with this two-day invitational.

Shop Til You Drop (8 a.m. - 9
p.m.)
Birch Run, Mich Join members of the Greater Toledo Alumni Chapter for the third annual

TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. 8 FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS)
FRIDAY

SEPTEMBER 18,1998

(utiii
BROADCAST

CD
CD

Ne»s i

Ent. Tonight
News

©

7:011

(,:M)

STATIONS
CBS News
Wheel Fortune

NBCn

Grace Under

Newshour With J m Lehrer I

CD

2D

S-mleld .

iMttoulYai

Simpsons It

ESPN Up Close
Outrageous1

Boy Meets World 'in Stereo) X

'F.ajiei

McLaughlin

Wash Week

Home Improve.

Livmg-Caplivily Gel Personal

Pie

VJI«

6 3 4 2
1616 E. WOOSTER
GREENWOOD CENTRE

Nightline I
News A

iHomicide: Lire on the Street«

Tonight Show

Reflectioos on Vatican II ,ln siereo) X

Charlie Row (In tereo) X

Redactions on Vatican II ih Sleieo) X

Mont, Python

Millennium "The Fourth Horseman" INews i~

Simpsons a

IChartie Rose X

Open Early
Open Late

Jerry Springer

Collectible Knives

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS
Stein's Money

Can I Believe

Indians Game

SCI Fl Amaring Stories Sci F Enter!
Renovation
Renovation
TNT Baoylon 5(1". Siereo) X
TOON Barman Series ISatman: Series
USA Hercules: Legendary Jrnys.

Show-Funny

Women's Soccer U S Cue - Russia al U S National earn (Live)

Show Funny

Oh No! Mr Bill

Navato Code Talkers Ri
INews ilnSteieoT Eye Spy Video

ISay AST

Home Again:!'

Home Again (1

41 Hours BCimd the Badge" (R)

TComa - The Sir.nl Epidemic (Rl

■

-. -.

WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' COUPONS FOR LIKE PRODUCTS ft SERVICES

One Nlghl Stand lUpnght Citizen
Justice Files Inlo-mers !R|

lOaaebatl Tonight

IMowe: toocmfriraj«r"(i998: Ekiarjeth Berkley [Chris Rock I

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Seaquesl 2032 R 555! I

American Gothic Ring of Fee" X

SiQhtmgs B

Earp Brothers (R)

Blast Masters: Eiploaion

4>Hours Mandela Badge .Ft

I

Star Trek I

Movie: »• Dangerous MearT"(1994. Drama! Lauren Holy. TmDaiy.

Movte: He'Deaoty IW11995. Suspensel Harry Hamlm. Ann* Potls

Johnny Bravo

Tei Avery

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker. Tern Ranger (ti Stereo

:nard Rock Live !■

[From the While House: Jaw-Democracy

Cow I Chldian~[snool s Squat

IToonHead.

Cartoon Planet 'Space BroS "

MovK: ee Suaoin 0earh-( I99S. Drama! Jcan-Caude Van Damme. X Movie: •• 'L<lrHM/t-(1990)X
Rock-Roll Jeo

pepperoni

wiunwm. CaquOnv

2 for TUESDAY
2-Small Pizzas
«7
Add I Topping SI OO
2-Msdium Pizzas»9
Add I Topping ti SO
2-Large Pizzas M1
Add I Topping S2.00

WILD
WEDNESDAY

Large w
1-item

I SSnoT DeaMieooraohy The career ot the Beast* Boys (R) (In Stereo)

Freekaioid!

Animaniacs

SA
£X

Hand-tossed ■

700 Club

ER The Get" (In tereo: X

IDexlers Lab

MONDAY

\r

SportseenHc I

•: eat Barr« ol me Bulge 119651 Weaiher-oealan Amencan Ghs laco a massive German assault
Total Request Live i'

Maior League Baeabal Kansas City Royals al Cleveland Indians From Jaccos Field. (Lrvel
nr Trek'Balance rjl Tenor" It

.-

:tt "Won fen Ton. ft*? Dog Who SavedrrceeSroor/'t 1975)

Movie: ••! VonKng Orvy m Wnca"(l997)VmgRhames R E

20th Century (R)

«

Movie:* 'Vp[heC'Mk1'ii9S4.Comedy)TniMathosc''.SteprienFursi VBasyMoney

Movie* at SecretAomer'i 198S.Comedy)X
]Ule. Camera

IHmrjei weft

•:t*'» "Back f0Scnrjor|1966. ComecV) Rooney Dengerlield.
Discovery News World-Wood.

Eatreme

Inside the w-\

Fanatic ifii

Dana Carvey Critic i Choice iFti
Wild Discovery: Alaska's Whales

W'tn One Red Shoe '('9851

Snort scentpr

MTV

Fashion TV

Wall Si Week

Homicide-Lile on the Street «

Movte »aa» Trend*/ Persuasion 0956. Drama) bary cooper. Dorothy Mottan

Gtmme

5 tSi Movie: fnlOV'(>997|I

Sports News

Dalel.n«.l-iyc-.:. I

353-MEGA

Late Show JC
20/201

IMajor League BastMl Mewesoia fwns al Detroit Tigers Fran Tiger Stadium (L-re

HIST fmiee(RiiPari7ol7)I
I • Jams Countdown

VH1

Candid Camera True Stories From-Angel

ItWWIMl

Colleclitiie Knives

ISimpsons 1

DISC Wings ■ Fghter Dogfight (R|
Movie
Bova
ENC

SC

K ds-Darndes:

rWrmodSq

(5 001 Wrist Watches

CABLE STATIONS
SJOlMovie ee'j TheG'JSSls Greener"'(I9601
AMC
[Make Me Laugh IDeKy Show R:
COM Canned Ham

HBO

Jeopardy! S

Newshour With Jim Lehrer I

Changing Work Business Bpt

Hoi-c improve

DOMINO'S PIZZA

7:.V(I

IWhere-Graase

IBehmd ihe Music Sekma" (ST

Movie: • "RoJ»'Booo«'(t979)

THURSDAY
Medium
*^
Deep Dish *^
Pepperoni
vakl nuvay OnV. Caevu OW

Fantastic

FRIDAY

$

12

Lg. l-loppeig
10 Wings.

BBRMedeitta
2cansolpop

Weekender'
•FRIJSATJBUN.

4Lo lenlrgFtBttx eCU
6L9iajrprgFtoab\30
Addl lfli«»roPinaaH
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Conference
to
examine
history
of
EVG OH
news '60 Years' War for Great Lakes'
piled from staff and wire reports

■ WAL-MART SHOOTING sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

Suspect shot inside store during holdup
JACKSON. Ohio (API — Police shot a man Inside a Wal-Mart store
Thursday who allegedly pointed a shotgun at officers during a holdup.
Steve McManis. 21. of Hamden. was shot twice in the chest and was
in serious condition at Ohio State University Medical Center, a hospital
spokeswoman said Thursday.
Police said McManis ordered approximately 30 employees and customers to the floor when he entered the store about 2:30 a.m. Thursday
in this city about 70 miles south of Columbus.
When Jackson County Sheriffs deputies and Jackson police officers
arrived about two minutes later, "everyone on the floor got up and ran for
the exits." Sheriff Greg Keifer said.
McManis then stepped out of an isle and pointed a shotgun at the officers.
'Officers told him three times to drop the weapon, but he raised the
gun at officers and was shot twice." Keller said.
Keifer said one officer fired two shots from 12 to 18 feet away.
"All the employees and customers got out the door before the gunshots were fired," Keifer said.

■ HEMP SEIZING SSSSSSSSSSBSSSSBSSSSSSSSSSSBSBSSSSSSSSI

Officials seizing less as crop moves indoors
Authorities are seizing fewer marijuana plants in Ohio this year
because growers are moving their operations indoors to avoid detection,
law enforcement officials said.
Last year, about 74,350 marijuana plants were seized and destroyed
statewide, said Ted Almay. head of Ohio's Bureau of Criminal Identification. About 33.000 plants have been found this year,
"It's very true that marijuana growers are moving the plants inside."
he said. "We've seen a marked decrease in the number of outdoor plots
this year."
Authorities are starting to reduce their searches by helicopter and airplane for marijuana crops because the harvest season is almost over. The
plants are easiest to see by air at this time of year because they're
brighter than other crops. Almay said.
The Medina County Drug Task Force covers 425 square miles and has
found four plants this year, said Fred Wolk. agent in charge of the group.
Last year, the task force found 529 plants.
"We've had a major drop this year." he said. "1 think growers are starting to become aware of where we look and are moving inside."
Law enforcement officials will Increase their efforts to find marijuana
plants grown inside. Almay said.
"Tens of thousands of marijuana plants are grown In Ohio and intended to stay here." Almay said. "We're taking aggressive steps to stop this
problem."

■ PEEPING PRINCIPAL BSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSESSBBSSSSSSSSSSI

Principal settles lawsuit with cheerleader
CLEVELAND IAP) — A former principal accused of secretly videotaping cheerleaders as they changed clothes has settled a lawsuit with one
of the victims, according to court records.
Walter Conte Jr.. 52. was fired as principal of Brush High School last
year after he pleaded no contest for videotaping cheerleaders in 1996 as
they changed into their swimsuits at his home for a swim party.
He was sentenced to six months in Jail.
Judge Stuart Friedman of Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court
formally dismissed the case Tuesday after it was settled around Aug. 25.
according to court records.
Timothy R. Sterkel. the cheerleader's attorney, declined to discuss the
terms of the settlement.
Conte still faces two lawsuits filed by the families of two other cheerleaders.

□ The conference will look at
the history of the Great Lakes
area and battles that were
fought there.
ByANAPEREIRA
The BG News
The French and Indian War and the American Civil war will be remembered in a conferecc beginning today and going until September 20. Titled '"60 Years' War for the
Great Lakes -1754-1814," the conference will
focus on the geopolitical aspects of the Great
Lakes area.
"Students or faculty interested in a better
understanding of the historical background
to the contemporary world of today should
attend it," said David Skaggs, Professor
Emeritus of History at the University. "It is a
good opportunity for those interested in
Noth American History."
Skaggs said that the conference is not
about war. Instead, it focuses on the causes

Continued from page one.
guards do not staff the McDonald North entry, but the doors
are supposed to be locked by resident advisers after midnight.
On that evening, however, the
doors were unlocked. The source
said this goes against procedure.
"I think it's really unsafe in
here," said Sarah Rambleman,
freshman undecided major. "The
other night, we were all watching a horror movie. We screamed
so loud and no one even came to
check."
At 12:50 a.m. we entered
McDonald West, walked right
past the lone night guard and
surprised residents on the second floor.
"We're not that happy with
the whole situation," said
Christy Baldwyn, senior elementary education major.
janelle Penn, senior piano
performance major, said, "As
residents, we are pretty upset.
We are not too happy about
this."
Brett Copeland, junior English major, was the McDonald
West nightguard on duty and
said she normally does check
everyone in.
"I've been checking everyone

Today's city police blotter includes items from Wednesday, Thursday.

On the comer of Leroy and N. Prospect St,
a Urge dog with no tags was found chasing
school children. Wednesday

ing out of the Municipal parking lot, Wednesday
In the 800 block of Third St, a man reported his vehicle had been scratched a few times,
Wednesday

In the 200 block of Mercer St, a woman
reported a pomagraphic picture hanging up in
one of the apartments. Wedesday
In the 1000 block of S Main St., a manwas
seen going through the clothing drop-off m a
parking lot, Wednesday

In the 900 block of S Main St, a woman
In the 1000 block of Charles St, a woman
requested an ambulance because she had trouble breathing, Wednesday
In the 500 block of E. Poe St, a Toledo man
reported his ex-wife assaulted him alter com-

found a girl's bicycle, Wednesday
On the comer of S Main St and W. Gypsy
I J\ , a woman reported a dnver acting strange,
Wednesday.

In the 200 block of S College St, a woman
reported two males soliciting without a permit,
Wednesday
On the comer of High and Napoleon St. a
bus driver repotted that a vehicle ignored

in, I wasn't paying too much
attention
to
you
guys,"
Copeland said.
Copeland stressed that the
new policy does not require
nightguards to check in guests.
"We have a new policy that
the guards aren't responsible for
checking in guests," Copeland
said. "Every resident has been
checking in, and if you were a
guest, they would be responsible
for you."
At 1 a.m. we tried to gain
access into Offenhauer East.
Glory
Cayton,
nightguard,
stopped us, even though she recognized one of us. We told her
we were visiting friends, but she
insisted we call the friend we
allegedly wanted to visit.
Cayton said the nightguards
check in everyone and regularly
have problems with people trying to get in who do not live in
Offenhauer.
"It is against procedures. We
look up room numbers, escort
and check everyone. People try
to say the phone is busy, but I do
not care," Cayton said.
Our final stop was Darrow
Hall, which is guarded by a Personal Entry Device (PED) system. We waited outside Darrow
and followed a resident into the

hall. We then walked right in in
front of the nightguards at the
Compton/Darrow desk.
We then waited near the stairwell, which is also guarded
under the PED system, and
walked right up the stairs with a
resident.
The student we followed said,
"I've seen it done a lot of times. I
don't really feel safe even if you
have a PED."
From there we made our way
upstairs and into the Sundial eating area. We then accidentally
locked ourselves out and sounded off an alarm when we left the
area. No one checked up on the
alarm. We then proceeded to the
third floor.
"That's disturbing," said
Jeanie Meyer, freshman music
education major, when told how
we got in.
"I don't think of it as an
issue," said Mike Poor, freshman
music education major. "I've
seen people do it before. My
mother even got in that way."
The nightguard at the Compton/Darrow desk, Katie Woods,
junior journalism major, said she
suspected that we did not live in
Compton or Darrow.
"We were told not to check in
anyone. In fact, someone at the

flashing lights on the bus, Wednesday.

the 300 block of Colony Ln , Wednesday

(>i the comer of N Main and Wolfly St,
Talya A Schroeder was cited for illegal speed,
Wednesday

In the 100 block of S Main St. a woman
reported seeing two juveniles Inside a car who
she believed was not theirs, Wednesday

On Frazee and N College St. Marcos A
Rivera was cited ft* having expired registration, Wednesday

In the 700 block of Jefferson St, a baby
called 911, but there was no emergency,
Wednesday

In the 500 bkxk of Ordway St, a man

In the 400 block of Clough St, a woman
reported being harassed by a male, Wednesday

reported no one home when he went to pick up
his children for visitation rights, Wednesday.
In the 100 block of Leroy St, a woman
reported two males shooting something by her
yard, Wednesday
In the 800 block of Fourth St, a man stated
he shll did not have electricity at his residence,
Wednesday
A woman heard loud music coming from

r
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Road Trip"
IO Minutes

North

In the 700 block of N Enterprise St, a reckless party was shut down, Wednesday
A woman reported a peeping torn at her
residence, in the 800 block of Fifth St, Wednesday

In the 700 block of E Wooster St.. a woman
reported finding an open door to her residence,
Wednesday

In the 800 block of E Wooster St, Jeremy |
Patten was cited for enrruna! mischief and
released, Thursday

In the 1000 block of S Main St. a woman
reported an unwanted subject in her apartment. Wednesday

In the 100 block of N Main St. a woman
reported a man exposing himself at a bar,
Thursday.

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

Attention Seniors
Are you interested in becoming the
1998 Homecoming King or Queen?

Deadline Extended
■ Applications are now available in
\:
the UAO office, 330 Student
; f{ *
Union and are due
by Monday
* September 21,
1998 at 4:00pm.

* Great Date Spot!
ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BG

I

On E. Wooster and S Enterprise St, a
woman struck a dog with her vehicle, killing it.
Wednesday

In the 500 bkxk of Leroy St. a woman
reported a man playing his electric guitar nearby, Thursday

Lighted at night

419-874-5557

desk here even commented on
the fact that they thought you
didn't look like residents,"
Woods said.
Linda Newman, associate
director for Educational Initiatives in the Office of Residence
Life, said nightguards do not
have to sign in guests, but they
are required to have guests call
the person they are visiting. She
also said residents need to show
identification after midnight.
When notified of the investigation, Newman said the nightguards were not instructed to
quit checking all identifications.
"That is absolutely not what
we have been instructing them
to do," Newman said.
Woods said nightguards were
told by the Darrow Hall staff not
to check anyone in and that the
Darrow staff received their
orders from the Residence Life
office.
Ironically, a display in Compton Hall reads "Safety is our top
priority."
As of last week, Newman said
hall councils will now have the
option to have guests sign in.
She said this option was added
because residents and residence
advisers were concerned.

In the 1000 block of Third St. a resident
requested an ambulance because an elderly
man fell, Wednesday

* 18 hole putting
course

Take Rt. 25 (Main St. in BG)
only 8 miles North of BG.
IVrrysburg, OH

scheduled for Saturday from 6 to 7:30 p.m
Busses will depart from Lot N, East <"
Olscamp Hall at 5:30.
It was aboard the Niagara that P«n
raised the flag saying the famous words
"Don't Give up the Ship," and defeated the
British after his ship, the Lawrence, was disabled during the Battle of Lake Erie. A painting of Perry in the Niagara during the Battle
of Lake Erie by Dean Mosher of Fairhopc,
Ala., will be unveiled today at 11:00 a.m. in
101 Olscamp.
Those attending the conference can also
witness a re-enactment of the 1813 encampment of Fort Meigs in Perrysburg, where the
British attempted to invade Ohio. This battle
played a major role in retaking Detroit during the war of 1812.
The conference will open today at 1:30
p.m in Olscamp Hall with a special address
from Charles R. Middleton, provost and vice
president for academic affairs.
The conference is free for the students. For
more information refer to the web site at
www.bgsu.edu/departments/history/60yea
rs.htm.

SAFETY

POLICE BLOTTER
In the 1000 block of N Main Si. a man's
wallet and bank bag with a deposit was
returned to him after he lost il in the parking
lot. Wednesday

and consequences of the conflict.
"The causes and consequences of the conflict were the destruction of french authority
in the Great Lakes region, the lost of political
and economical dominance by the indians
and the division of the Great Lakes between
two nations," Skaggs said.
More than 40 historians, archeologists,
artists, geographers, economists and geologists from the United States, Canada, England, Scotland and Wales will give presentation on different topics during the conference. Some of the topics include "French
Imperial Policy for the Great Lakes Basin,
1700-1802," The British Army in the West
Before the revolution, 1750-1774," and "The
Significance of the Wars of the Old Northwest in the History of North America: A
Long Perspective."
"It's an extraordinary opportunity for the
Bowling Green community to be able to listen to, learn from and exchange ideas with
some of the leading scholars from across the
transatlantic," Skaggs said.
A free tour of Commodore Oliver Hazard
Perry's flagship, the Niagara, that will be
docked at the International Park in Toledo is

■
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Why Join A Fraternity?
\

happening to that 2%? They are leading this nation! Approximately 80% of the
executives of the 500 largest corporations in America arc fraternity men.
than

three-fourths

of the

" S^.

~^

Senators are fraternity men as areiat
Mnajority of the men listed in Who"s Wno'^ /
h—m America. Of the 17 U.S. Presidents who—1
had a chance to join a college fraternity.
13 took advantage of the opportunity. So
many

college

presidents

have

been

fraternity members that the total would
run

into

the

thousands. A

AT I O N

K I s I- A l< ( II

(' () At M V N I T \

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

Fraternity men represent about 2% of the male population of America. What is

^More

(

fraternity

provides a unique combination - it's a

TTAA-CREE

family, it's a social organization, it's a
business, it's a home away from home and
it's an organization in which students can
develop

confidence

competence.

The

as

they

acquire

opportunities

When il comes to planning a comfort-

for

able future. America's best and

leadership arc unlimited. The important

brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CRT-I"

thing is thai these principles of leadership
are

learned

through experience. This

experience teaches fraternity men that

world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.

With over $230 billion in assets under

From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to

management, we're the world's largest

mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility

retirement system, the nation's leader in

and choice you need, backed by a proven

success is not automatic - that knowledge

customer satisfaction,0 and the overwhelm-

history of performance, remarkably low

and performacc arc what count most.

ing choice of people in education, research.

expenses, and peerless commitment to

and related fields.

personal service.
Find Out For Yourself

Expertise You Can Count On
/~"H

^\
ub»^

s-d

y

I F ci

For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to America's long-

dJ

Fraternity Recruitment Sept. 25 & 26 • Any questions call 372-2846
li
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To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, talk to one

term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable

of our retirement planning experts at

annuity, and popularized the very concept

one of your colleagues. Find out why,

I 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to

of stock investing for retirement. In fact,

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

we manage the largest stock account in the

great minds think alike.

Z

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

STRESSED ALREADY?

1

rv

Let The News calm you down. Look for
our advise columns every Monday on Page
Three.

3

m Join the BG News
s u

= MANAGER
Lj* ^ University Dining Services
mm
Division of Student Affairs
DINING
SERVICES

pvwxi O' ruDM AW—

Bowling Green State Universfy Bowling Green Ohio

Manager, University Dining Servlcee, Division of Studtnt Affair*
Full-lime administrative staff position.
Assist the assistant Director ol Dining Services of the Student Union
or the General Manager of a Residence Dining Unit In the supervision
and administration ol the food service.
Supervises all service areas, catering and production areas.
high quality service to customers.
• Maintains
Ml
' Includes covering a 7-day a week operation with shift rotations
that may include minimum work shift:
6am. to 3p.m. /8a.m. to 5p.m. /9a.m. to 6 p.m. /11am to 8p.m.
4p.m. fo 1am. / 730p.m. to 4:30a.m.
1
Responsible lor weekend shift coverage, as needed,
with assigned days off during the week.

.IIMIHIJ.UM.lfl
1

Bachelor's degree in Hotel Restaurant and Institutional Management
or Food Systems Management preferred. Minimum Associates' dagre*.
i Applied Food Services Sanitation Certification preferred.
1
Strong management skills/experience.
' Excellent interpersonal communication skills
excellent written communication skills.
' Ability to analyze and predict customer trends and implement changes.
Strong marketing and merchandising skills.
1
High degree of flexibility
1
One or two years experience In restaurant or institutional
management preferred.
Administrative grade level 12, minimum salary $26,115.
Salary is commensurate with education and experience.
Submit letter of application, resume and three names, addresses
and telephone numbers of professional references to:
Office of Human Resource* (Search V-062)
100 College Perk Office BWg.
Bowtlng Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403

llflrmThTfTTIIfifl octob^iwe
BGSU Is an EEO/AA educator and employer.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

'DALBAR. In. . 1997 flrfi**'C.m>rA4u»t ftmlUw **■» Past performance ■» no juar-nlf* ol iuiurr rr.uli. CREK ccnificatt-a and "ilwwi
■ thr 1 IAA Real E*aW Account art d..-r.b„ted by TIAA-CRfcF IrvJivviu*! and Institutional Service. For more complete information, mcluding chargt* and H|lllllll ol I ROO W2-27.M nMMN S509. lor the p.ospr.tuee. Read them carefully before you inveu or ..no money

8/98
y

fi ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS!!! -71
The following BGSU Organizations have registered with the Office of Student
Life for the 1998-1999 academic year. If you DO NOT see your organization's
name on this list, pi ease contact the Student Life Office at 372-2843.
Academic Quiz Team
Accounting Management Information Systems
Active Christians Today
Actuarial Science Society
Advertising Club
Air Force ROTC
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Eta Rho
Alpha Lambda Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpine Ski Team
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates
American institute ol Architecture Students
American Marketing Association
American Society of Interior Designers
American String Teachers' Association
Amnesty International
Anti-Racist Action
Amok) Air Society
Art Historians Association
Artists Unglueei
BACCHUS
Baseball Club (Men's)
Beta Beta Beta
BG Christian Students
BG Council ol Teachers ol Mathematics
BG Student Development Association
Black Student Union
Black Swamp Rangers
Board of Black Cultural Activities
Bowling Green Radio News
Bowling Green Radio Sports Organization
Bowling Green Student Education Association
Business Professionals of America
Campus Crusades
Campus Tour Guides
Catholic Student Connection
Chinese Club
Chinese Students & Scholars Association
Chorus (Men's)
Christian Science Organization
Circle K International
College ol Musical Arts Student Advisory Committee
Collegiate Chorale
Collegiate Council ol the March ol Dimes
Computer Art Club
Criminal Justice Organization
Cycling Club
Dance Marathon (Children's Miracle Network)
Delta Sigma Pi
Dietetic Experts ol Tomorrow
Dry Dock
Economics Club
Electric Falcon Design and Race Team

Elementary Education Student Ad Brd
Environmental Action Group
Epsilon Kappa Theta
Fashion Merchandising Association
Fellowship ol Catholic University Students(FOCUS)
Fellowship ol Christian Athletes
Fellowship ol Chnstian Graduate Students
Fencing Club
Flying Club
French Club
Friends ol the Deal Community
Fnends ol the Humane Society
Gaming Society
GAMMA (Greeks Advocating Mature Management of
German Club
Graduate Business Student Association
Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
Graduate Students ol Technology
HEALTH. Club
HOPE. (HIV Outreach, Prevention, and Education)
Habitat lor Humanity Campus Chapter
Hillel (Jewish Student Union)
Hockey (Men's)
Hockey (Women's)
Honors Student Asociatjon
India Student Association
Interlraternity Council (IFC)
International Relations Organization
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Italian Club
Japanese Club
JUNTOS (Latino Graduate Organization)
Kappa Kappa Psi
Kappa Phi Club
Korean Martial Arts Club
Lacrosse (Men's)
Lacrosse (Women's)
Latino Student Union
Medical Technology Club
Minority Career Association
National Association lor the
Advancement ol Colored People
National Pan-Hellenic Council
National Society ol Pershmg Rifles
National Student Speech Language and Hearing
Off-Campus Connection
Omega Essence
Omega Phi Alpha
Onucron Delta Kappa
Order of Omega
Organization Development Student Network
Orientation Board
Pagan Student Union
Panhellenic Council
Phi Beta Kappa

Pi Omega Pi - Alpha Psi Chapter
PRAECEPTA
Praine Margins
Pre-Physical Therapy Club
Reachout
Recreation Majors Association
Resident Advisor Council
Resident Student Association
ROTC Royal Greens
Rowing Club
Rugby (Men s)
Rugby (Women's)
Russian Club
Sales and Marketing Club
Sigma Alpha lota
Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Sigma Phi Omega
Soccer (Men's)
Society for Technical Communication
Society of Physics Students
Spiritual Truth Seekers
Sport Management Alliance
Student Alumni Association
Student Art Education Association
Student Art Glass Association
Student Art Therapy Association
Student Ceramic Organization
Student Construction Managment Assoc.
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Marketing Education Association
Student Nurse Association
Students For A Free Tibet
Students for Quality Education
The Way Campus Fellowship
Theta Alpha Phi
Undergraduate Gerontology Assoc.
Undergraduate Student Government
undergrowth
University Activities Organization
University Ambassadors
University Dance Alliance
USG - Judicial Board (Student Court)
VISION
Volleyball (Men's)
Volleyball (Women's)
Volunteers In Progress
Walt Disney World College Program Alumni
Water Polo (Men's)
Water Polo (Women's)
WBGU - 88.1 FM Radii
WFAL Radio AM 880
Women in Aviation
Womyn For Womyn
World Student Association

If you do not see your organization's name on this list, please contact
Student Life Office at 372-2843

P
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Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
Tfce BG News
372-2602
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CC hunts for team win
-J The Falcon women's
cross country is hoping
for a better race, coming off of a disappointing loss last weekend.
By MARK WIESE
The BG News
Women's cross country has
high expectations for this weekend's Mel Bnw.it Invitational.
BG women's cross country
team is hosting a huge meet with
Falcons running
back
Robbie
Hollis is adding
depth to the running game by
teaching freshman back Godfrey Lewis.

15 different teams running in it.
Michigan State, Miami and
Youngstown State should be a
few key teams the Falcons will
be looking to compete with on
Saturday.
This is a big meet for BG to
show where they stand as a
team. Hanane Sabri is back from
Italy, where she' finished second
in the international meet. Jessica
Lafene, however, will still be out
with a leg injury again this weekend.
"With Sabri and Lafene running, not many teams in this part
of the country could beat us,"

coach Steve Price said.
The team will still be without
I .llcur, but the addition of Sabri
should be uplifting to the team.
The Falcons should also have an
added advantage with Sabri's
running combined with the
strong effort Christine Thompson put forth last weekend.
"It will be a great help for the
team to have Sabri back running
in this weekend's meet," Price
said.
BG women's cross country
team is coming off a disappointing outing last weekend losing to
nationally ranked Michigan. The

□ BG's senior
tailback passes on his
knowledge to
freshman Godfrey
Lewis.

Robbie
Hollis
doesn't mind sharing the backfield
with a freshman.
And for the 57" 200 pound senior,
his job isn't just running the ball - it's
teaching true freshman Godfrey Lewis
how to run with the ball.
Hollis and Lewis shared the backfield
last week against Penn State. Both backs
combined to rush for over 100 yards. It
was the first time since Bowling Green's
win over Northern Illinois on Oct. 4 last
year that the Falcons had rushed for
over 100 yards.

But it wasn't Hollis that was leading
the way - it was Lewis.
"We're trying to get Godfrey's feet
wet," Hollis said. "So why not. He's the
future, put him in there."
Hollis knows it's his last year and
he's taken the traditional role of the
teacher. He takes the time to help Lewis
learn the small things it takes to be the
top tailback.
"That comes with the territory of
being a senior," Hollis said. "Seniors
and upperclassmen - you're on your
way out the door and the young pup is
on his way in the door. You want the
program to be up and up, keep getting
better and better each day and each
year."
And Lewis appreciates the help Hollis has given him. It's unusual for a
freshman to get this much playing time
early in the season, but Lewis has
picked up the system quickly - with a
little help.
"Being a freshman coming in to a
new college system takes a while,"
Lewis said. "But when you have a
senior who has been through the system, it's good for him to grab me and

BG beats Toledo 2-1 for first win

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
TOLEDO — Positive attitudes
can overcome youth and inexperience.
With just one senior and two
juniors on the 26-player roster, it
is easy to assume that the growing pains will continue.
As a result, the Falcons won
their first Mid-American Conference contest 2-1 over Toledo
I hursday. BG only won one
MAC contest last year in its first
season.
"Last year, we had a lot of
players that were great players
but just didn't want to play (their
hardest) all the time," BG sophomore middle/forward Stephanie

Heller said. "This year, we have
The Falcons outshot Toledo,
just have players who want to 20-12.
play. That's what we need."
"They had some really good
Piccirillo also considered the
forwards,"
Heller said "I think
win the biggest in the program's
short history. The Falcons are 4-2 that was a lot of our problem in
overall and 1-0 in the MAC.
the first half. We just played our
"I think we're all just working game (in the second half) instead
hard together," BG freshman of playing to them. We played
defender Leslie Hepfinger said. like we're used to playing."
"We're playing as a team. There's
Hepfinger said the forwards
a lot of good leadership on the
had a lot of speed.
team."
The Rockets scored first on a
"We just marked them mangoal by Shawna Cortrell after to-man and stayed with our
6:21 elapsed in the game. Kim marks," Hepfinger said. "It
Himtington was credited with
worked."
the assist
BG lost to the Rockets 3-2 last
At the 30:10 mark, midfielder
Beth Wechler tied the score at 1- year on questionable offsides
all on a feed from Michelle goal so revenge might have been
Hoyng.
in the back of BG's mind.
Desiree Erb put BG up for
Sarah Gawel made six saves at
good with just under 10 minutes
to go taking a feed from Krista goal for BG including a big one
Shamblin then angling the ball with under five minutes to go on
past the Toledo goalie into the a hard shot by Toledo standout
left side of the net.
Odia Jaharalli.

Falcons want another win
J BG is looking to continue its momentum
after their Ohio win.

the BG arsenal is 100 percent
healthy.
Bowling Green will be competing against a handful of top
teams not only in their conference, but in their region as well.
include Michigan State,
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST These
Eastern Michigan, Cincinnati
The BG News
and Youngstown State. BG also
This Saturday, the Bowling faces Mid-American conference
HI men 's cross country rival Central Michigan, who
id is competing at the annual opened up their season in grand
fashion last weekend with a perMel Brodt Invitational.
The Falcons are coming off a fect score of 15.
big win last week vs. Ohio and
"We are competing against a
'> <king to keep rolling Their lot of our big rivals this weektwo team captains, seniors Jim end," sophomore Mike Triola
Weckesser and Pat Camey, are said. "Right now, we are just tryboth scheduled to compete so ing to keep a level head, keep

h

The Falcons have been working hard in practice this week to

lower their times and improve
their team.

The BG tailback is helping a new back learn the system

The BG News

□ The Falcons
women's soccer team
equaled its MAC win
total from last year.

Photo Provided
The Falcons will have a tough time without Jessica LaFene on
Saturday. The BG senior is injured for this weekend's Mel Brodt
Inviational.

Hollis carries on senior Falcon tradition

By TOD
McCLOSKEY

Photo
Provided

Falcons also lost to MAC rival
Ohio in the meet. They lost to
OU by a single point.
"I was disappointed with my
time," Falcon runner Wendy
Licht-Ordway said. "I look to do
better in the next meet."
The whole team is looking to
improve on last week's times
The goal for the Mel Brodt Invitational is to finish at the top. If
not first, both as a team and individually.
"Our first goal of the meet is
to win as a team," Price said.
"Our second goal is to have
someone in orange finish first."

motivated and run as a tight
pack."
Camey listed some team goals
for the weekend.
"Since we beat Ohio, our confidence has really increased,"
Carney said. "Our work ethic
has improved and we are looking to defeat Eastern Michigan
this weekend."
Over the past week, BG has
kept the same game plan, concentrating on basic conditioning
and doing the same workouts
that they had been doing the previous week.
"We have been looking good
in practice, and our two captains
are back."

"Being a freshman coming into a new college
system takes a while. But when you have a senior
who has been through the system, it's good for him
to grab me and show me (the system) - how to hold
the ball properly, how to block properly, which
linebacker to key, little things like that."
Godfrey Lewis
freshman tailback
show me (the system) - how to hold the
ball properly, how to block properly,
which linebacker to key, little things like
that."
According to Hollis, he's just doing
what he's been taught by his predecessors, Keylan Cates and Courtney Davis.
Last year, the Lansing, Mich, native was
BG's leading rusher. He carried the ball
151 times for 492 yards and three touchdowns.
And if people think Hollis is frustrated about not getting more of the ball, it's
the three points in two games that's on
his mind.
"He's been mature and unselfish,"

Tiffany
LaSusa

EE

Women's Tennis

Satuday and Sunday
4*

Senior
|Co-captain
•Last year sat out the
season as a redshirt.
•In 96-97 had a singles
record of 8-6 and a 4-9
doubles record.

coach Gary Blackney said. "As a fourthyear senior going into your last year of
eligibility, I'm sure you have hopes and
dreams and aspirations. Then to have a
true freshman running back come
along, and maybe at least cloud some of
those dreams early on, it would have
been easy for Robbie Hollis to not go the
right way. I think he's handled it
extremely well and I'm proud of him."
Hollis does have hopes and aspirations.
But they aren't as important as winning and keeping the tradition of BG
running backs.

BGSU Invitational
Saturday and

Sunday
Kwle Courts

c

• This is the first invitational of
the year for the team. Last year,
four Falcon players won their
flights and three won in doubles
at the BGSU Invitational.

Beth
Wilson
|» Junior
Co-captain
•Last year went 3-4 in sin
gles and 7-3 in doubles.
•In 96-97 went 20-12 in|
singles and 6-3 in doubles.

Tennis opens season at home
3 The Falcons tennis
hopes to repeat last
year's performance.
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
When the Bowling Green
women's tennis team kicks off its
season Saturday, the main focus
will be on winning.
However, Falcon coach
Penny Dean will also be using
the opportunity to get her roster
in order for the Mid-American
Conference tournament next
month. The fall season is a good
opportunity for the Falcons to
get a look at some of their MAC
competition and tune up for
league play.
"The intensity level is just as
high," Dean said. "It just doesn't
go on your duel match record."
The team hosts its own invitational Saturday and Sunday. The
Falcons play host to four teams
including MAC rival Toledo.
"The team is young (with just
two seniors and four juniors),
but the sophomore class is both
large and strong," Dean said.

"Hopefully, that one year of
experience will help them
tremendously. They already
seem much more confident."
According to Dean, the
strongest teams in the tournament should be Xavier and Toledo, although Detroit is a wild
card. Detroit has several new
freshman and has not faced BG
in four years.
The tournament will consist
of six flights of singles and three
flights of doubles. Play is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. both days
and end by 5 p.m.
Leading the Falcons this year
will be co-captains Beth Wilson
and Tiffany LaSusa. ALso returning are Abby B'atton and
Meghan Rhodes, who were
named to the All-MAC Second
Team last year as freshman.
Rhodes broke BG single-season records for singles and combined wins last year while posting a 7-1 mark in the MAC. Dean
calls her one of the best players
she has coached in her 13 years.
"Meghan is always intense
and ready to play," Dean said.
"She has a great attitude and is
confident no matter who she

I

plays against."
Rhodes is the number one
singles player this season and is
teamed with Bratton to form the
top doubles team.
Erika Wasilewski, also a
returning sophomore, recorded
the second highest singles and
combined win totals in Falcon
history last season. Wasilewski
will be joined by junior Deidee
Bissinger, who was a first team
All-MAC selection two years ago
before an injury plagued sophomore campaign.
Rounding out the doubles
teams for Saturday will be freshman Devon Bissinger and
sophomore
Tracy
Howitt
LaSusa and Wilson are the fourth
team followed by junior Kelly
Dredge and senior Erika Mix.
The final team for this weekend
will be freshman Sarah Kaplan
and sophomore Rachel Hepner.
Dean is looking forward to
having Howitt back on the court
after she broke her wrist last year
and missed nearly the entire
MAC season.
The Falcons are looking to
improve on their 4-4 league
record from last season.
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■ COLLEGE
Ray suspended
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
Marcus Ray, the best defensive
player on co-national champion
Michigan, is under investigation
for contact with an agent and has
been suspended indefinitely from
the team.
"Marcus knows the rules,"
Michigan coach Lloyd Carr said
Thursday in explaining the decision.
Carr said the university will
investigate and forward its report
to the NCAA.
Ray, a second team Ail-American last year and one of the team's
three captains, is said to have
made contact with an agent in July.

■ MLB ■■■■■■■■
New York's new boss
NEW YORK (AP) — George
Steinbrenner might soon be boss of
three New York teams.
The Yankees owner would gain
operating control of the New York
Knicks and Rangers under a deal
in which he would sell the New
York Yankees to Cablevision while
still running the baseball team.
Steinbrenner has been talking to
the broadcast company about a
deal since November when Cablevision offered $500 million for the
Yankees.
The New York Post reported the
new offer could be worth as much
as $650 million. But one source
said Steinbrenner, who bought the
Yankees for $10 million in 1973.
■ NFL ■■■■■■■■■■■

Mitchell benched
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — The
Detroit Lions named Charlie Batch
the starting quarterback beginning
with Sunday's game at Minnesota,
demoting Scott Mitchell to third
string behind Frank Reich.
Batch, 25, was the Lions' second-round draft pick out of Eastern Michigan. In four preseason
games, he completed 31 of 62 passes for 357 yards and one touchdown with no interceptions.

RANSACTIONS
BASFBAII
American league
AL—Suspended Cleveland Indians SS
Omar Vizquel lor two day* and fined him $500
lor attempting to charge the mound and precipitating a bench clearing incident during a
Sept. 13 game
ANAHEIM ANGELS— Recalled C Ben
Molina horn Vancouver oi the PCL.
National league
CHICAGO CUBS—Signed OF Corey Pattenon.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS—Named Jim
Paxson vice president ol basketball operations
SACRAMENTO KINGS—Named Rick
Adelman coach.
FOOTBALL
National Football League

TANDINGS
OMEN BAY PACKFRS-Olaimed CB
Kerry Cooks oil waivers from the Minnesota

CLEVELAND
Cleveland
shortstop Omar Vizquel was suspended for two games and fined
S500 by AL president Gene Budig
on Thursday for charging Chicago
White Sox pitcher Jim Parque.
Vizquel did not appeal his first
career suspension and began serving it immediately in the final game
of a two-game series against the
Minnesota T\vins.
"Not necessary." said Vizquel.
who would have taken the day off
anyway because the Indians
clinched their fourth consecutive
AL Central title with an 8-6 victory

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Signed DT
Edward Jasper to a two-year contract Signed
TE Kaseem Sinceno from the practice squad
Signed DT Henry Slay to the practice squad
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS—Re-signed
WR Robb Thomas Released LB Greg BVIIisan
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Sent D Mike
O'Grady and F Chad Cabana to New Haven of
the AHL. F Keith Delaney and F Nick Smith lo
Bame of the OHL. F Serge Payer and D Vrattsalv to Kitchener of the OHL and D Kyle
Roaster to Spokane of the WHI.
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS— Assigned F
Milan Kraft. F Alexandre Mathieu and D Josef
Mciichar to their junior teams

over the Twins on Wednesday
night.
Parque. who threw a pitch over
Vlzquel's head before a 10-minute
bench-clearing melee ensued, was
not suspended.
"I kind of wanted them to suspend him. too." Vizquel said.
Vizquel charged the mound
after a 1-0 pitch from Parque
sailed to the backstop in the third
inning of the Indians' 6-3 victory.
Both benches cleared, and Vizquel
ran around trying to reach Parque.
Vizquel and Indians manager Mike
Hargrove were ejected by plate
umpire Larry Young.

Tribe beats up on the Twins
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND
Sorry,
Manny Ramirez. You joined this
home run chase just a tad late.
The Cleveland right fielder hit
his 43rd homer Thursday night,
tying the major league record
with his sixth in three games as
the Indians beat the Minnesota
Twins 9-1.
In baseball's ongoing drama
titled "The Year of the Homer,"
Ramirez is making a late bid for
a supporting role.
He hit three homers on Tuesday and two more on Wednesday before becoming the seventh
player and third American Leaguer to hit six in three games. His
two-run shot in the fourth off
Minnesota's Eric Milton gave
him six homers in his last nine
official at-bats.
Ramirez is the first player
with six homers in three games

MLB

MLB

American Leagui

National League

VUnga

Vizquel out for two games
The Associated Press
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since
Philadelphia's
Mike
Schmidt in 1976. He is the first
American Leaguer to do it since
Gus Zemial of the Philadelphia
Athletics in 1951.
One night after Cleveland
clinched its fourth straight AL
Central title, Dave Burba (14-9)
allowed one unearned run and
four hits while striking out seven
in eight strong innings.
Steve Reed pitched the ninth,
his first appearance since Sept. 7
after recovering from a circulation problem in his pitching
hand.
Travis Fryman hit a two-run
homer in the first, his 27th.
Jim Thome, playing his second straight game after missing
six weeks with a broken hand,
was 2-for-4 with two infield singles as the designated hitter.
Enrique Wilson, starting at shortstop for the suspended Omar
Vizquel, had three hits
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Boston 4. Baltimore 3
Texas 5, Anaheim 3
Chicago White Sox 9. Kansas City 4
Seattle 4. Oakland 1
Thursday's Games
Seattle at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Toronto at Detroit, 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Cleveland, 7135 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Tampa Bay, 7:05 p.m.
Boston at Baltimore, 705 p.m.
Anaheim at Texas, 8:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Chicago While Sox. 8:05 p.m.
Friday's Cames
Minnesota (Hawkins 7-14) at Detroit IMoehler 13-131, 7:05 p.m.
Kansas City lAppier 1-01 at Cleveland (Wright 11-9), 705 p.m.
Toronto (Escobar 6-2) at Tampa Bay (Rekar 1-7), 7.-05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Wells 17-4) at Baltimore (Guzman 10-14), 7K>S p.m.
Oakland lOquist 7-101 at Texas (Burketl 7-13), SOS p.m.
Boston (Avery 9-6) at Chicago White Sox (Parque 6-5). 8.05 p.m.
Seattle (Cloude 8-10) at Anaheim IHill 9-5), 10O5 p.m.

Atlanta 5. Philadelphia 1
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Montreal 3, Florida 2
N.Y. Met. 4. Houston 3,11 innings
St. 1 ouis 4, Pittsburgh 0
San Francisco 6, Arizona 5,10 innings
Los Angeles 2, Colorado 0
Chicago Cubs 6, San Diego 3
Thursday's Games
Late Game Not Included
Chicago Cubs 4, San Diego 3.10 innings
Atlanta at Arizona in)
Only Cames Scheduled
Friday's Cames
Cincinnati (Parrls 5-4) at Chicago Cubs (Traschel 14-8). 3:20 p.m.
Montreal (Vazquez 4-14) at Philadelphia (Portugal 9-4). 705 p.m.
Houston (Johnson 8-1) at Pittsburgh (Dessens 2-4), 70S p.m.
Florida (Hernandez 10-12) at N.Y. Mets (Reed 16-10), 7:40 p.m.
St. Louis (Oliver 3-3) al Milwaukee (Roque 4-1), 805 p.m
Atlanta (Maddux 17-81 at Arizona (Benes 13-13). 10OS p.m.
Colorado (Astacio 12-14) at San Diego (Ashby 16-8), 10:05 p.m.
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Bowling Green plans to get back on track against Bradley
□ The Falcons face
their final home test
before the MAC season.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
It is no secret that every collge
team has a marked date on its
schedule.
For the Bowling Green men's
soccer team, that date is a home
match with Akron on Oct. 2
because it is the Mid-American

Conference opener.
The 3-1-1 Falcons have three
matches left to prepare for that
day.
One of those matches is Sunday against Bradley at 1 p.m. at
the friendly confines of Cochrane
Field. The match will be BG's
first at home in 19 days.
'it's always good to be back at
home," BG sophomore forward
Tom Thomas said. "The atmosphere is great for our home
matches. It also gives us a break
from the road."
BG was supposed to host the
annual Falcon Classic this week-

end but Detroit and Coastal Carolina pulled out leaving the nonconference game with the
Braves. This is the second
straight year that the Falcon
Classic was canceled.
Bradley (from Peoria, 111.) is 40-1 overall after victories against
Eastern Michigan (5-1) Saturday
and Missouri-Kansas City (3-0)
Sunday. The Braves played
another MAC team in Northern
Illinois Wednesday before hitting
the Ohio flatlands.
BG has never faced Bradley
before. But the Falcons will try to
tackle the Braves like they do
every other opponent — through

BG-style soccer. A team can lose
focus by worrying about the
other opponent. They are muchimproved over the past few
years under the guidance of
third-year coacK Jim DeRose.
"We usually keep the same
thing constant," BG junior midfielder Jason Bryant said. "It
doesn't matter what we know
about them (the opponents). As
players, we play. Coaches coach.
That's how it is."
BG coach Mel Mahler knows
his team must be prepared for
the Braves, who will be up
against a team that has savored
much success recently.

"I expect a very good match,"
Mahler said. "We need to take
the next two weeks and continue
to improve in the areas where
we're deficient, as well as maintain the high level of play where
we've been successful."
Overall, the Falcons have
outscored the opposition 5-3.
Their three wins are by one goal
each. They are working on creating more scoring opportunities
and finishing them in the attacking third of the field.
"That's 'something you do
every day in practice," Mahler
said of the scoring opportunities.
"We need to do a better job of

getting more people involved in
the attack."
The lack of goal scoring is a
result of players shuffling in and
out in an attempt to put the best
11 guys on the field. Despite this,
the Falcons have been finding
ways to win.
"That's all that matters,"
Mahler said. "If we can win 20
games 1-0, that's fine with me."
In between Bradley and
Akron, BG travels to Loyola
Maryland for the Loyalo Fila
Classic on Sept. 26 and 27. It will
face George Mason and Loyola
(MD) respectively.

i
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Monday: Monday Night Football
19 and over - No Cover. Cigar Night - Free cigars to the first
15 people through the Door. Beer & Drink Specials.

Tuesday: Open Mic Night.

i$#EWR££fflteff art* mmem

19 and over - $2.00 cover
21 and over - No cover

Wednesday: jazz Night
19 and over. $2.00 cover.

Thursday: Band Spotlight
19 and over. September 17, The Ark Band. $5.00 cover

9m-. -%%A*%R+AB(m®m®±-b&
ttfe,,^:

Community of Christ Lutheran Church
1124 East Wooster Street

Friday: Happy Hour and Munchie Buffet
Happy hour - 4:00-9:00 - 21 and over.
Munchie Buffet - 4:00-7:00 - $2.00 cover

Friday and Saturday: D.J. Loutn
19 and over. Under 21 - $3.00 cover. 21 and over - no cover.
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Collage Football Eastern Michigan at Michigan (Live)

ro

liengTmel
Ofigms-WoH

Victory Garden

YourHouae

This Old House

Yankee Shop

Homelime Baal Am. Woodahop

Cooking Sacral
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Ar,ypan Wild

Spirits ol the Jaguar (R) I
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Michigan

Anyplace W.1.1

This CNd House

Yankee Shop

Hometime I

Know Your Fke Jacques Pepin

CucinaAmore

Joy ol Painting

Brrnda Harris

New Garden

Hornere-wkehp

In the Zone X

Mayor League BaeebaD New Vortt Yankees at Ban we Onotes From Once Park at Camoen Yards X
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[Football Today

inside St.it!

College Football rwgoM foMogi
Susan Povrter 7 Kitchen Quik

Weed Cars

College Football Per" Svite iiPllsburgh [Live] »

Soibeim Cup Go* Second Day. From Dublin. Ohio (Live) I

Money-Garnet

Natural History Collectibles

(11<I0) Antiques

Natural History Collectibles

Movie: •»•'; -ACn/rimeDar«'(i988.Drerna)MeryiStre«p

Movie: "Singi^reSanr;"(19M.Drarra)Jor»iWalm,BurkhardHeyt

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Movie .... "Fnerxjy >VSL

COM

Daily SIKPW(H)

DISC

Gimme Stvasssr(R|

*>"(1956 Drama) Gary Cooper, torottn/McGuee. I
Dana Carvey: Critic's Choice |R)

| Daily Show (H)

[Movie: »•*« "Hrs6VIFn»sy"(194flCeiy Grant

Movie: ••'! -Sac*»School"! 1996. Comedy) Rodney Dangerheld

]9torm Warning! Wings "Landing Zone n Vietnam'

toverreon (R)

Movie:..* "W*Sirrx»«SpcWflra*Hurifer7''(l957)Jayne Mansheld
Absolutely Fab. [ Absolutely Fabulous "Fear" |R)

|Air Combat

Renovation

jHometime

1 Renovation

| Home Savvy (R) Hometime

Men Toolbelts

[Hometime

TLC

Hometime

TNT

Movie: «•'> "Mjowav"[i976. L>ait«) Chailton Heax. Heniy FoncB. James Ccoum Japanese ana AmencanloroM battle over a Paottc sand.

[Thundercats
|Robotech
TOON Cartoon Planet [Waynehead
USA Movie: •• "Umnean (1990. Adventure! Jean-Claude Van Damme I
Before They Were Rock Stars W

ICeline. Aretha. Gloria. Shama

6:30

Lite. Cemere

Masters ol War

Sworn lo Secrecy (H|

Celebrity Death [Celebrity Death

ManaonTVIRI |Ultra Sound

7:00

Voliron-Detndr. IJonny Quest

[Super Friends

[Road Rovers

Movie:., fljjaiat* ('998. Drama! Dolph lundgrcn (InSlereo)X
VHltoOneiRi |VHtioOne(R)(inSlereo)

7:30

8:30

!S:0<!

I

9:00

Home Again iR) Home Again |R) How'd They Do Thai?

Smurts

[Smurli

Union). They are to be returned to Jacki Kenny no later than

[Smurts

up for an interview when you return you application.
•Director positions are open to full-lime students who are
second semester freshmen or higher.

Movie: ••'> -Po.ee Saw/' (1995. Drama) Jackie Chan (In Stereo) X

[Behind the Music "Gloria Estelan" |Pop-Up Video

I

The University Activizes Organization is now
accepting director applications for the following
committees: Contemporary Issues, Cultural
Awareness, Outdoor Recreation, and Service.

Wednesday, September 23,1998 at 5:00 p.m. You should sign

Movie:.. ■Dangerous Heart (1994. Drama) Lauren Holy, imray
Smurtt

BBSS
Applications can be picked up in the UAO Oftice(330 Student

Mystery Science Theeter 3000 1H)

Skders Virtual Side" (In Stereo) X Welcome lo Paradok (In Stereo) X Movw: Jbhnny?i3"(l997. Science Feton) Jell l-aney (insterec .«

SCIFI (itOO)Hoyir "Ina Zeram"

SATURDAY
6:00

College Football: LSU at Auburn
Outrageous'

3 Friends. Jerry Countdown (R)

College Football Teias ASM at Southern Mississippi (Live)

Collage FootbaH Cncinnati at Army (Lrve)

VH1

IMone: •• nei-amer.Lne son |t*r.t-omeoyi

Movie:..'! "Adoamsfamiy Va«*s-(i993)Anje«aHi«lon.'PG-l3'I Tracey Takes

Movie: ••'; Caosnce"(t990) Charlie Sheen.

Remembering World War H
HIST Tales of the Gun Infamous Guns' Weapon* at War "Tank Busters"
MTV Celebrity Death Celebrity Dean Celebrity Death [Celebrity Death A- Kickiri Videos (In Stereo)
SC

Warier Melon

Monster Farm

[Bad Dog

| Absolulely Fab.

[Discovery News DieroveiMegjszlrie-loslriTrne" jAr*i*Trwiottts(H!

IWorW-Wond,

Senior PGA Got! Kroger Senior Ciass« •■ Second Round (Live)
[Mouse-Monster Eekistravag.

Movie: • 'i -U3fx League If |1994 Comedy! Charlie Sheen PG' I

HBO

Viper "About face" (In Stereo) X

ITeam Knight Rider "Choclaw 1-9'

Movie:«e'i"in»Fam«yjeiwls_(l965)JerryLewis. |ltevlt:«»'i ■7heAsinlV«r>iefleljSlio«-(l985)Tomrtanks

ENC (11.15) Movie: "BmXs-Vanctu'
ESPN Collage Football Central Florida at urdue ILrve)
Hwthclitl
FAM FrtalGholtbitr»|Harvey1oon

Victory Garden

Xena: Warrior Princess "Sacrihee"

Nightman TakiV It lo the Streets

Attention Students!**
Are you looking for a way
to get involved??

9:30

10:00

I

10:30

| Hollywood Ace jvinyi justice IH.

I

11:00

I

11:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

<D

College Football: Perm Si. al P'tt

Jeopardy! X

College Football Florida at Tennessee (Lrve) X

College Football

Siskel 1 Ebert

Barbara Wallers (R) (In Stereol X [Miss America Pageant The 78th annual Miss America Pageant Irom Atlantic City. N J (In Slereo Live) X

S3

Cash Eiplosion NewsradloX

IN8CNews

Newel

Lawrence Welk Show

Ballyk.ssangel FaaehArgi

Pertormance at White House

Travels-Europe ITravels-Europe

Lawrence We* Show

'Great Railway Journeys "

Antiques Roadshow (t

lawcusts: Legendary Jmys.

X-Files iln Slereo) X

Cope Atlanta-

Bodyworks

[Cope "Teas T Americaa Moat Wanted

New Red Green I New Red Green

Newport Jaa Festival (In Stereo)

Keeping Up

Greet Performances

Keeping Up

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Ri 4

I Martin I

Mrtini:

I Fresh Prince

irv nStsnoj «.
Sho.bii Co!*cl:on

Showbiz CoHecbon

(5 00) Natural History Collectibles

|Phil Hartman

IMovie: lethal Weapon 2" (19891R99S and Murtaugh battle rjrujsmurjr^rjplemats.1:

Austin City Limits R (In Slereo)

Movie t •', 'The Stars Pel on Hermetu" (1995. Drama) Robert Duvaii

Viper "Cat and Mouse" (In Stereo)

[News X

CABLE STATIONS
i:*«e T)»Manrm»GrjyrTa7ine<Su«'"(l956.L>aiTa)Grogr^Peol.

AMC

Movie: ••« -Desk SeT"l1957) Soencer Tracy.

COM

Movie: ••• ■Ha«spray"(i988. Comedy) Ridu Lake. Dinne.

DISC Coma - The Silent Epidemic (R! [Greet Siberian Eiploeion |R;
ENC Movie: ea'i ■MP0"(I974. Drama) John Wayne. Eddie Atjert I

Movie .

ISacraU ol World War II |R

- KKkin Videos .R .In Stereo)

MTV

College Football ITBA

SC

Clev. Rocks

[Racing Report

TLC

Death Row P

TNT

Movie: Her Deadly fliva/' (1995. Suspense) Harry Hamim Ann« Potts

Americas Most Wanted

l':^n!eers"(l985)X
A

:

Calebnty Death IMansonTViR!

IReal World I

House ol Style IRoadRiaealR)

1

2:00

1

2:30

Loveline Chris Perm. (In Stereo)
College Football io*a ,v A' zcoa

Movie: .WefeoMes1' (1998. Science Fclionl Tom Wopat (In Slereo) I

Mystery Science Theater 3000 |R)

ICdin PoweHWamor

World I Worst Dnvers

'My Generation

-.''.; K

Major Laagua Soccar Columbus Crew at Colorado RapxK (Lrve)

Dangerous Pursuits R
Movie: ••• Coma (1978)

Larry King Meets ER (R) (In Stereo) X

[Larry King Meets ER (In Slereo Lrve) X

Rock-Roll Jeo

1:30

Movie: tt .

lAutopay 5: Dead Men

Real World I

[Dangerous Pursuits (P.)

[Behind Ihe Music '.'lot

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 20,1998
I 12:00 ! 12:30 1 1:00 1
BRC

SportscenterX

Movie *■• Scu'olfheGame"(t996.0rama.Oelroy Mo

Smurts
jGhosts-Scooby IFIintstones K [Jetsons Meet the FHntstonee
TOON Smurts
USA Movie:.« 'Sudden OeaBi" (1995. Dramal Jean-Claude Van Damme. X La Famme Nikita Hard Landing'
Pop-Up Video

New Detectives: Case Studes

20th Century "Mvslrjue ol Leadershp"

To Be Announced

WENN

Kaulman: Hollywood

Movie: eee'i "7a«i Dr»er"it976. Drama) Robert De Nro. Jodie Foster.

IMovia: "Trie OeviTs Adwcafe''! 19971 An attorney goes to work at a law tVm run by Satan

SCIFI Mystery Sdanca Theater 3000 >R) Movie:et'i rVigr«ryi/ieComei"(i ■'4 r.:y.-,ui-, saawatt

VHt

Justice Files Tr,

: Oarh/i^a'sUovie:Fjnia«ielslari<r(i983) |Movie:«t Bushwrac»eir(l995.ComeoVIDanielSlem.JonPotio-

-n There Was rw 11997) Jeanne Tre^ikihom 'PG-13 X

HIST HiatoryUndercover Hi

I Lightning - Weapon ol the Gods

Wild Discovery I- 11-

Movie: tn'i 'RedHea:"i 1988.Drama)ArnoldSchwarrenegge-

IViva Variety (R)

College Football v«gima Tech al Miami (Lrve) I

ESPN (5.00! Collage Football: Louisiana SUM at Auburn (Live)
FAM TMUdnvy. L?j-ey LotnyBugi 0-"-. Mpvai
HBC

Movie • • > "0*. Monster. Die' (1965) Boris Kariott IRmber

Movie: ee'-i "PoV»s»r-(198i. Comedy) Owne. Tab Miner. Mnk Stole. South Park (R|

Acme Hour
The Nel .m Slereo) I

Sins ol the City (R| (in Stereo) X

Celine. Aretha. Gloria. SXarwj and Uriah: Divas Live

1

3:00

1

3:30

1

4:00

Silk Stalkings (R| .In Slereo) X
Lagands "Aretha Fiankim" IR)

1

4:30

1

5:00

1

5:30

ADCAST STATION!

Uf
Gary Pinkel

Gary Blackney

Movie: •• "Po/ee Academy 6 City Under Siege" (1989) BubbaSmert

m

KnchenQw*

VPDwHon

T-FM3

Mloctksne on Vatican II (in Slereo) X

G>

{PuraSpinWdg, [TBA

Honey. 1 Shrunk the Kids IR) X

Auto Racing Indy Racing Laagua - Lone Slai 500. (Lrve) X

[Backstagewith Solheim Cup Qoll Final Day From Oubln. Oho (Live) I

©

Firing Una Mc

Editors

CD

Woodwnght

Am. Woodahop ThisOtdHouae [HomeCooking [GreatDeeeerte [CMMtMCooka Aaaerica Sews

C3

Foi NFL Sunday (In Stereo) X

CD
€9

(1! X; Attic Auction

Market-Market

Week-Business IMcLaughlin
Sewing-Nancy

NFL Football uelrat Lons al Minnesota vtngs. From the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome (m Slereo live)

jHcLaughlin

| Lawrence Weak Show

Nova "Coma" |R) (in Slereo) X
HealltmNkl

If you would like to see
your advertisement
appear here...

[Breakthrough

[NFL Posigame | •• "flevenge ol Ihe Nerds 11/ The Neil Generation"

Collectible Knives

ICcllectWe Knives

Movie: ee'i "The AtomingArler" (1986. Dramal Janefonda. Raul Julia. Moyw ... The s.'a.'s Fen on Hervema' (1995 Drama; Robert Duvaii [••• T-wEr&shmanVtoWeatUpaHiltiutCimeDo*riaMoun!aii-

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

(930)Movie:

COM

Movie: ee'i IJevenrjicViherVerds"(1984. Comedy) Robert Carradre

[Movie: Tarzanind the Mermaids'' IMovie: "A SumrwrPIaoe"(1959) Yrjungioveandanijidiomancelhreaientoruintamies

DISC

Movie Magic |R) |Dtacovary Neva [Strange Powers [Mystery Univ.

AnrnalX R

ENC

Movie: •• 'UeFamer.L«Scv)''i19e7.ConerJy)DijoleyMoore

Movie:..'; .vM"(t974.0rama)JohnWayne.EddeA«)en I

ESPN (11 00) Sunday NFL Countdown

[Love on a Branch Line

Movie: 8u' •Dotiam". .9881 A barMak groupie g^es pocrtters lo a brash young pilcher.
into Unknown

|Ancient Invanakm (H)

|Love on a Branch Line

IMovia: ••• "Marr»d lo lr»IA»" (1988 Comedy)

Ancient Inventions (R)

[Ancient Inventions (R)

Movie: ..t "triKeFm (1967. Adventure! Janes Cobum. Jean Hale

Road to Indy

Eguesinan American Got) Cup

BiHiards: Ukmaie Nne-Baa

Dog Show

Horse Racing Matrorvf utunry.

SortwPGAGcei

Heathditl

Mouse-Monster [Eeklstravag.

Bad Dog

■BaSarlHoi

3 Friends, Jerry IPee-wee Play.

Outrageous!

FAM

Real Ghostbstrs [Harveytoon

HBO

(IH5)Motrie:««'l"tilOul'(l997)KevinKkne I Movie: tee X'asa« .'997|A«votedsc«rtislhearsarnessagelromouieispace PG

Movie:... H'tner (1996.Comedy)AoenBrooks PG-13' «

HIST

(11:00) Movie: Soul ct ev Ga™e~

Wrath ol God: Disasters

Wrath ol God: Disasters

Wrath ol God: Disasters

MTV

(1IX) A- Kickin' Videos «.

Celebrrly Death j Celebrity Death Beat World X

RealWoridK

A- Kickin' Videos IR) (In Slereo)

Sporttishing

SC

SCIFI C-Net Central
,J
TIC Home Again

IReal World 8

[ReelWorld I

[Show-Funny

jiOthCeniury :.

Sportsman

SportawrHare on TV

Auto Racing Monterey Historic Race From Monterey. Calrl (R|

New Edge IR)

WabiR,

Flash Plot" I

Movie:.. E?ipireorrneAno-(19 ' 5c nca F eaon] JaanCowM

Movie: • T«*i"(t993. Horror)

Home Again -■

Blast Masters Eiploeion

BUi! Misters Eiptosion

Blast Masters: Eiploeion

Eiptoalont (R|

m the Heat ot the Night X

TNT

Wrath ol God: Disasters

[Monassr Farm

TOON New Scooby Doo Movies

[Cool Tech (Ri

PBA Bowling Senior Tour

IBIow-Up B

Links (R)

Movie: •»• -Yours. Mne ana Ours (1968. Comedy) Luc*e Bal.

Movks:e«'> "7heSecret«rVVSuaess"(1987.Corrieoy|iVkchael J Foi. Helen Slater

Beetleiu.ee

Super Friends

[Addams Family [Road Rovers

[SWATKats

USA

111 00) Movie: "Jaws III (1963]

Movie i : Ja*s l'.ne Revenge 11967. Adventure) Lorrane Gary

VHt

More They Were Rock Stars II

ao/40:40 Years ol ihe Top 40 (in Slereo)

jTai-Mania

[Tai-Mania

Movie: ee "The Beasni996. Drama) (Part 1 ol 2i Wiikam Pelersen.

[Destination GoH

[•BaclrloPiilunj"

Bug-. Bunry & Dally
Movie- •• Trie Beast .1996)
40/40: 40 Years ol Ihe Top 40 R.

contact the BG News Ad
Department at 372-2606
or 204 West Hall.

SUNDAY
1

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30"

8:00

K:30

9:00

9:30

10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

10:00

U KNOW?

BROADCAST STATIONS
•■ '■ ■ :

NFL FootbaH if .

[Touched by an AnfeiX

61 M..~ ,:--.
Movie ..

"Toomess" (1997 Fantasyl Kirslie Alley, (kl Slereo) I

Datekne ,- SttnMIX

Movie: "The UjrnageFoot"(1998. Comeoy-Orama)WaterMaanau X
20/20X

News «"
S.skel a" EDeri

IPracllcta "Itiyme and Reason" X

Lawrence We* Show

Composers Specials tlSamO

SpinlsrfThTjaguarlR)!

Shakers-Hands to Work

Brooklyn Bridge 1R1 X

Monty Python " Monty Python

Tony Brown

Religton-Ethica

Natural World C Natural World ■ Spirits ol Ihe Jaguar ;R. B.

Shakers-Hands lo Work

Brooklyn Bridge R I

Mystery! "Galowglass |R) X

(4 30) Movie:

Seioleld:«

World FunrMat

I-Fiksa "Avalar" (m Slereo) I

Walker, Teaa Ranger (In Storeor

Holding-Baby

Mtm
COM

i4 X) Movie:

DISC

Hard Time R

'.

IStar Trek: Voyager (ir siereol X
|[ji^3
,

iBehind-Screen

lUFOs: Down 10 Earth

HBO

Movie ... OWK5>a''it997.&irnedy)Jar*Lammon 'PG-13'I

HIST

(5 X, 20th Century R:

MTV

Celebrrty Death ICaaBelty Death Celebrity Death [MeneonTViR)

SC

Cycle World
Tan 1993',

TriumaLileinlheERiRi

Greet Ship.

|Home kwprove. |NewsX

|Sports Ura

The Alamo" (1960] John Wayne Wayne deeded this account ol the hislonc Teias battle

Ultimata G»»de The Octopus

[llovie. «e'i 'TSe Mummy" (1969)
DairyShowlR;

[Ol Encounters: UFOe in Australia I Watch Your Pockets'

Movie:.. lor:el¥or<UcOuad>"(1983. Adventure. Chuck Narr.i

**'J

.Uprighl Citiien

Juetice Flan "The Smg" (R)

Movie:..'. "CcOerySilerice"(l9e iChuckNoms

|"MeanSaason-

"rVal>>ialLavripoon'sVaivayx>n''(1983)CriavyChase

Sportacenter T

[Movie: eee Travmbo Hesi <i Peace. Mrs Coijrrbc"(i990) Pew Fall

Movie: .e The SaWlt997. Advernure) Vai Kernel. PG-13 S

Road Rules

Mood Rules

nI Oul"(1997) Kevr Klme PG-13' X Chris Rock X

Sworn to Secrecy

Hislory Undercover (R)

'rue Ac'.on Adventures,,-'

Road Rules

Road Rules

Loveane Dandy Warhols (R;

IRoad Rules

IReal World I

Soccar Engksh Premier League - Teams X Be Announced

Go.n Deep

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Ipaa Above and Beyond I

Earth 2 tin stereo! .Pan ! ol 2) I

Aken Nation Little Lost Lamb" I

Sightings IR) (h Slereo) X

Space: Above and Beyond X

Eitreme Machines' Super Sight

How'd They Do Thai?

Earth Story "Earth Moves"

Earth Siory Red Hot and Blue

How'd They Do That?

[Scooby Doo

[Jabbenaw

WWF Sunday Night Heal

USA

(5«) Movie: -The Seas!" 119961

VH1

(5Xjaa/40 40 YMrsollheTop«J ,R| Jn Sll-rfC '

'Movie. ..'r "The Seaeiol**/Success"! 1987. Come*) Mehael J Foi. Helen Slater
FUntstonaaX
PKIIIC

Bcals in
use
een
loroughly
screened for
toxicity.1

RocX

NFL Football ->• ..-f>o"a f'ffi a* kr-i's* Za't-m From Sun Dtvl Saarjkat |Lwa)I

Teles ol the Gun

(SXJMovle^ee'i Sat* to fie future 0985)MicnaeiJ Foi

>00N Hong Kong

Movie...

Movie:

p2,000

Gamaloiiiaa (Lell n Progress)

|Slar Trek: Deep Space Nine |R) X |Fraa(er X

|Movie:..'. "flevenoe of Hie Nerds H98< Comedy! Robert Carradre [Movie: Bu<iXrnam~(i988)Abaaebalgir>jMgn«srx>nlea

ENC (5 501 Movie-... -Topaz"(i9W. Suspense) John Forsythe I
: Sportscenter
[NFL Pnmelime
ESPN Sen.or PCJ. GoH
FAM Movie ••'? 'Tr»ftaoy6VaGel»carr<d'(19ei)MaureenMcCormick

SCIFI (5 X] Mows:.

IThat 70a Show" X-Blaa "Maid's Eye" (m Slereo) X

Gemstonas

(5 X) Collectible Knives
WadThingel

Slaipaowe I

out 10%

Pensacc4a-Wmg

itee'i SiargaM''|i994)Ahan4adlcund«iEi^isii^i>>>wayloanolherworld I

ITei Avery

[Tom and Jerry

Blue "Treasure HunT IRIX Silk Slalkings I'"..- anNFt. »
Behind Ihe Music "Jim Crrxe (R)

Movie:...') "Backrom»Fulure"(19«S,Fantasy)

Sponsered by the
Center for
Enviornmental
Programs and
your Campus
Recycling Program

Snoot s Squat

Cow A Chicken IDeitwsLab

La Femme Iwtata Spec Ops" J

The Net (In Siereol I

Miller, 1997. Living in the

Behind Ihe Music "Harry Cravpri"

Legends JOraVB) JSS" Ik: Sttvao]

Envfommirnt,

1

!

r
>

ML

■

jf

V
>

i

Michael
Planicka
TheBG
WS

* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *

fcM'

Beats
happening
iniockn'iofl
Has anyone noticed how
almost any new record you
buy today has some kind ot
electronic style to it?
Musicians think that if
they add drum machines and
an eerie, synthesized background they're doing something new. Wrong.
As a genre, techno has
been trying to break its scene
into the popular culture forefront for awhile, but it really
hasn't happened yet
This is due mainly to the
fact that Americans want a
rock 'n roll star to associate
with their favorite band.
Nobody knows who's in the
Chemical Brothers, Daft
Punk or Aphex Twin (besides
listeners who go beyond the
first single). When people go
to concerts, they want to see
Mick Jagger or Dave
Matthews, not two guys hiding behind a computer.
This is not to say that rock
'n roll is in any way better
than techno, simply that
techno doesn't have the rockstar faces to associate with
their sound. Electronica, by
its very nature, is somewhat
impersonal.
SHU, it seems that techno
is slowly being spoon-fed to
the American public. Other
countries have been able to
enjoy it, even if Daft Punk's
two members hide behind
masks at their shows, and the
Chemical Brothers haven't
done a Gap commercial yet.
Slowly we're seeing an
electronic sound being mixed
into almost every record
today. The Smashing Pumpkins, Garbage, Beck and
many others have all kept the
Rock, but are subtly allowing
electronic beats to seep in.
The public will listen to
anything, as long as there's
some figure to be a posterboy for it. That's why Puff
Daddy, Beck and Marilyn
Manson are so effective:
they're all icons. Everyone
knows them but no one can
touch them. Just like Mick
Jagger and Stephen Tyler,
they have that up-on-apedestal appeal that Americans love. Nobody can put a
face to the techno artists
today, and that's why it hasn't blown up yet.
Electronic music is starting
to emerge in earnest. America likes any band whose
song is on a Gap commercial,
and The Crystal Method
broke that market wide open.
Car commercials are even
using techno songs, some of
them quite catchy. So maybe
the beats are beginning to
happen in popular music.
Maybe Aerosmith will put
out album with nine versions
of "Dude Looks Like a
Lady," all remixed by DJ
Shadow, and Puff Daddy can
sample all of it.

Marilyn Manson's new album
"Mechanical Animals" takes
cues from Bowie, Bolan,
plus more CD reviews.

Hepcats Unite,
it's Brian Setzer!
The Brian Setzer
Orchestra will play
Toledo's Stranahan
Theater Nov. 24 at 8
p.m. Tickets, which
are currently on sale, range from
$30.50 (Limited VIP seating) to
$18.50 (balcony). Preceding the
show will be a pre-party featuring Toledo's own Mighty Meaty

12
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CD REVIEWS
* N-2

MOVIES
+ N-2

Page N-1
The BG News
Friday, *
September 18,1998
Entertainment Edi
JohnW.
372-2

Fall movie preview:
Ants, princes and Waterboys
films open the first week of October, one of which is "Antz," the
computer-animated feature from
Dreamworks SKG. "Antz" will
feature a star studded cast,
including Woody Allen as Z, the
lead ant. Z is a lowly drone who
becomes dissatisfied with the
totalitarian work regime of his
colony, deciding eventually to
journey into unknown lands.
Hackman,
Sylvester
Gene
Stalone,
Danny
Glover,
Jennifer
Lopez,
Christopher
Walken,

hired by the government to find
and return a silver briefcase, (the
By JAMES ELDRED and
contents of which are secret).
ANTHONY RECZNIK
After the mission fails, however,
The BG News
they begin to suspect that they
were set up by a government
Ihe fall movie
T
that no longer needs them after
season typithe end of the Cold War.
cally shows
Also opening the same week
more diversity than
is "Practical Magic," starring
the
overcrowded
Sandra Bullock and Nicole Kidsummer season, which consists
man as two witch sisters who are
mostly of action movies. This
so
cursed
fall, several family films are
that any man
being released, along with some
who
gets
action movies and serious draclose to them
mas that most likely will be
dies.
remembered during the Oscars.
Opening a
One of the first dramas to hit
week later is
theaters, "One True Thing,"
Eddie Murstars Renee Zelleweger and
phy's
new
Meryl
Meryl Streep. The film is based
movie, "Holy
on the Pulitzer Prize winning Streep and
Man." Murnovel by Anna Quilding. Sharon
phy plays an
Stone
also
Zelleweger plays Ellen Golden,
inspirational
an independent young woman contribute
prophet
who has to return home in order their vocal
hired by TV
talents.
to take care of her dying mother,
manager Jeff
On the
(Streep).
Goldblum to
serious
During the course of her joursell Mercedes
ney, Golden is forced to cope side, the
Woody Allen provides the voicu for cars in TV
with the realization that her par- film
"Z," a drone ant in the new Dream- commerents are actual people, and not "What
works computer-animated film "Antz." cials. "Holy
just parents. This causes her to Dream
Man"
May
go through an emotionshould add to Murphy's new
Come"
attempts
to
answer
the
al
metamorphosis
question, "What happens found family-movie star status.
and find out who
when you die?" Robin The movie is rated PG and will
she truly is. This
Williams stars as Chris be released Oct. 9.
film is sure to
"Beloved," starring Oprah
Nelson, a man who goes
leave no dry
to Heaven after dying in a Winfrey and Danny Glover,
eyes when it
car accident. His wife, opens a week later on Oct. 18.
hits
theaters
plagued with depression, Based on the Pulitzer-prize winSept. 19.
kills herself and goes to Hell. ning book of the same name,
Four
very
Although he's got a place in Winfrey plays a mother who
different
paradise for eternity, all murders her newborn daughter
Nelson really wants in order to save her from the horis to be with her. rors of slavery.
After escaping, she is haunted
The film looks
to have very constantly by images of her dead
daughter, who ages over the
interesting
and disturb- years as if she were still alive.
ing portrayals "Beloved" looks to be one of the
of
Heaven first Oscar contenders of the fall.
"Apt Pupil," based on a
and Hell, and
of
course, Stephen King novella, opens the
should have following week on Oct. 23. It
a great per- stars Brad Renfro as a teenager
who befriends a former Nazi
formance
war criminal. Renfro is intent on
from
finding out all of his friend's
Williams.
behavior during the Holocaust,
"Ronin,"
starring the but he soon becomes obsessed
with the Holocaust, constantly
grizzled
favorite Robert seeing visions of concentration
DeNiro, is more camps and murders. This is the
Eddie Murphy provides help from
action-oriented. Deniro second version of this story to be
leads a team of spies filmed. The first starred Rick
on-high in the movie "Holy Man."

■t

Swing Kings. Admission to the
party, which will resume after
the concert, is $5.

^H0
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Anthony Recznik
reviews the gambling
flick "Rounders*
starring Matt Damon.

and a craft area called Nienjahent ("glass city" in ancient
Egyptian), the exhibit seems
intent on integrating art into the
lives of its patrons.

impact on American abolition,
law and diplomacy. Free and
open to the public, the lecture is
being sponsored by the BGSU
Africana Studies Program, Phi
Alpha Theta history honor society, the Department of History
and the Department of Ethnic
Studies.

"History and Hollywood: Amistad as
History
and
as
Movie" is the title of
a guest lecture by
Howard Jones of the
University of Alabama at 3:30
p.m. in 117 Olscamp Hall today.
Jones is the author of the book
"Mutiny on the Amistad," the
saga of a slave revolt and its

Tribute paid to
former professor

Interactive
gallery in Toledo 'Amistad' subject
of lecture
On Sept. 19 visi-,
tors to the Toledo
Museum of Art will
discover "Hands-on I
Egypt," an interactive gallery that takes you on a
mini-trip down the Nile River,
teaches you about Egyptian art
and introduces several "handson" exhibits. With features like a
mini-library based on the
famous collection in Alexandria

tr

The Vocal Arts
Resource Network
(VARN) will pay tribute to University
music
Professor
Emeritus Virginia Starr by presenting guest baritone Andrew
I

12

Schroeder ("Silver Spoons") and
and Jon Voight, will
was never released.
be
released
Thanksgiving
On a much different note is
Adam Sandier's new movie,
Day (Nov. 25).
"The Water b^y."
Imagine
Smith plays a
man that's
"Happy Gilmore" crossed with
geted for
"Necessary Roughness" and a
touch of "Forrest Gump."
death
Enough said. It opens Nov. 6.
Also opening Nov. 6 is "The
Siege" starring Denzel Washington and Bruce Willis.
Washington plays the head of
the FBI/NYPD terrorism task
force, whose job is to keep
national tension from escalating. Events get so bad that
the President must institute
martial law in Brooklyn, and
General Devereaux, (Willis)
takes control.
The character's agendas
collide and more problems
arise, adding to the confusion. "The Siege" stars two of
Hollywood's most popular
heroes and promises to be
filled with action.
Opening the following week
is "Meet Joe Black," starring
Brad Pitt as the one and only
Death. The film is loosely based
on the 1934 film "Death Takes A
Holiday," which entails the Grim
Reaper taking a human form to
attempt to understand why people fear him. In the process,
Death begins to experience and
appreciate earthly things like
money, food and love. "Meet
Joe Black" also stars Anthony
Hopkins and Claire Forlani.
Disney's latest computer animated feature, "A Bug's Life," Adam Sandier plays a not-sofollows on Nov. 20. David Foley bright water boy in the film of
("News Radio") is the voice of the same name.
the ant Flick, who becomes
caught in a war between the by the N.S.A. after he witnesses a
food-storing ants and the murder. He's helped by a mysterious man named Brill (Hackgrasshoppers that want it.
"A Bug's Life" looks to have man) who may have worked for
state-of-the-art animation as well the very organization that wants
as being very funny and unusu- to kill them both.
al. Kevin Spacey, Julia-Louis
For the kids there's "Babe: Pig
Dreyfus, David Hyde Pierce and in The City," the sequel to the
several other stars lend their 1996 smash hit. This movie continues the adventures of the
voices.
Opening the same day is "I Oscar-nominated pig in his new
Still Know What You Did Last adventures to save the farm.
Summer," starring Brandy and
Following on Dec. 18 is "Star
Jennifer Love Hewitt. This Trek: Insurrection," the ninth
sequel to the popular slasher movie in the "Star Trek" franflick is sure to rake in millions as chise. Captain Picard must help
it rides the horror-film wave of the Federation destroy a civilizapopularity.
tion or break his alliance with
"Enemy of The State," star- them, causing an "insurrection."
ring Will Smith, Gene Hackman
+ See MOVIES, page N-3
White and pianist Paul Gorthard
III in the Virginia Starr Honorary
Concert at 3 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center this Sunday.
White and Gorthard were the
winners of VARN's 1997-98 Art
Song Competition. Advance tickets are $6 for adults and $5 for
students, $8 at the door. However, the event is free to University
faculty and students.

Gish film series
continues
The BGSU International Film
Series continues with the 1946
Russian morion picture "Ivan the
Terrible (Part II)" at 8:15 p.m. in

I

the Gish Film Theatre. The film,
which
will be
shown Sept. 21, is
free and open to
the public.
On Sept. 24 the
contemporary
French
film
"Beauma.-chais,
L'insolent/
Beaumarchais the Scoundrel,"
directed by Edouard Molinaro,
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Gish. The movie tells the story of
Pierre-Augustine Caron de
Beaumarchais, author of "Barber
of Seville," as well as an 18th
century womanizer, wit and spy,
champion of the common man
and an early supporter of the
American independence.
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their horizons, and it's a soulful
attention-grabber at that.
There are so many songs that
hint at a psychological disorder,
that listening to the CD may lead
to self-diagnosis. As drastic as
that may sound, "Isola" screams
that it's an album for those who
are depressed, or suffer from an
unrequited crush.
Unlike some bands whose
songs drip with depression and
agony, Kent manages to do it in a
laid-back, non-threatening fashion. It doesn't seem that the
group's purpose is to depress all
of those who listen to their
music, just cater to those in a
melancholy mood.
Kent's "Isola" manages to
bring not-so-happy moods to the
surface and makes them seem
less serious with the catchy
rhythms and ingenious mixing
of instruments and vocals.
-Natalie Flickinger

RCA Recordings
j There's a new sound making
-11s way across the U.S. border
this month. Despite having just
released their first CD in the
states on Sept. 15, Kent has
ilready made waves via radio
play.
Kent hails from the small
lown of Eskilstuna, Sweden,
ihey've made a name for themselves in Europe, winning
dozens of awards for their
unique approach to rock. With a
sound comparable to that of
Smashing Pumpkins and Radioi. Kent is finally ending their
six year journey to the U.S.
The group of high school
friends, consisting of Joakim
Berg (vocals/guitar), Martin
Skold (bass/keyboards), Sami
Sirvio (lead guitar/keyboards),
Harri Manty (guitar/percussion)
and
Markus
Mustonen
(drums/piano/vocals), formed
Kent in 1992. Berg, the band's
primary songwriter, pays tribute
In his songs to such groups as 1996 -Nothing Records
R.E.M., David Bowie, The Cure
"Mechanical Animals," the
and Depeche Mode. The friends
decided to get a band together newest release by the Antichrist
because there wasn't anyone Superstar himself leaves the
playing the kind of music that world wondering one thing,
"Has Manson gone soft?" That
they wanted to hear.
The band owes KROQ LA question will have to stand the
disc jockey Gene "Bean" Baxter a test of time, (and the music
'.huge thanks for their big break charts), to be answered.
Like the cover of the album,
; into the U. S. radio waves. After
Manson's
music is still shocking.
1 hearing the group's song "If You
'• Were Here" while vacationing in He remains the controversial fig; Iceland, Baxter was able to get ure he has always been, but with
'■ the record approved for the sta- a twist. He has taken something
• lion's playlist by PD Kevin out of the David Bowie Archives
.Weatherly. RCA Records then and turned to Glam Rock
The music retains the same
■ rush-released the single to radio,
; and the entire album, "Isola," energy it's always had, but Manson's fourth album has more
'■ was released this week.
; The album is a journey into chart staying-power than any
I the slightly depressed mind of one of his previous albums. He
• Berg. The majority of the tracks may have turned his style to a
I are based around love and semi- different era, but he still found
• psychotic relationships. It may an opening to squeeze in a little
; sound dark, but it's an enjoyable bit of that old Manson charm.
Songs like "User Friendly" are
'darkness. Each member of the
. quintet's emotions come through reminiscent of the Manson of
'. their playing. The combination old, with a chorus that just flows:
; of the instruments, based around "I'm gonna f'*k you till someI the sometimes overpowering body better comes along." Songs
• lead guitar, gives way to a thick such as this, which the die-hard
Manson fans live for, are virtual! melody, full of complexity.
On the first song, "Life- ly absent on this album. Instead,
Manson opted to take the high
road, and it will probably pay
off.
The highlight of "Mechanical
Animals" is without a doubt the
future anthems strung together
throughout the album. Tracks
such as "Dope Show" and
"Don't Like The Drugs (But The
Drugs Like Me)" are definite
hits,
but that's not why fans buy
.'savers," it's easy to mistake the
; group for the Smashing Pump- Manson's albums.
They buy his albums to hear
; kins. Berg's voice deceivingly
j resembles that of Pumpkins controversial music, which "Ani; vocalist Billy Corgan. The simi- mals" has its share of. The major'■ larities pretty much end there. ity of the tracks deal with someThe slow, melodramatic pulse thing that Manson might just
: on the second track, "If You Were dabble in: drugs. Songs such as
;Here," fits the song's line, the previously mentioned "Dope
: "Sleep. . .and all my energy, I Show" and "Don't Like The
I waste on dreams of silence." It's Drugs" are joined by other drug;a distraught song that shows the hinting songs as "Posthuman,"
frustration with a loved one and and "Coma White." Not surprisdelves into the paranoid mind of ingly these are among the
. someone who's not getting what album's best songs.
The big surprise of the album
• they want out of a relationship.
: This is the song that caught the has to be "The Speed of Pain," in
'attention Kent needed to expand which Manson sings in a Bono-

Marilyn Manson:
Mechanical Animals

Top 5
EHMS
1. "Rounders"
2. There's Something About
Mary"
3. "Blade"
4. "Saving Private Ryan"
5. "Simon Birch"

SINGLES
l.T Don't Want to Miss a
Thing." Aerosmlth
2. The First Night," Monica
3. "Crush." Jennifer Paige
4. "My Way," Usher
5. The Boy Is Mine," Brandy
and Monica

f

ish (of U2) tone. The song
explains to us the rage that
results from being slabbed in the
back by those you trust. The last
line of the song sounds better
suited to a Jodeci album than
Marilyn Manson; "I hope at least
we die holding hands for
always."
So to answer my question, no,
Manson hasn 't gone soft, he simply made that leap from shocker
to a cultural icon.
•
-Cory McCartney

Morrissey: My Early
Burglary Years
1998-Reprise
Morrissey's back, and he's
sad as hell. The melancholy
singer and former Smiths frontman has yet another collection of
live tunes, rarities and remastered hits for your Brit-pop hungry ears.
"My Early Burglary Years"
features strong, melodic songs
like "Jack the Ripper" and
"Sunny," but also has its share of
boring throwaways ("Nobody
Loves Us"). The songs are culled
from his extensive solo career,
ranging in years from 1988 to
19%.
The super-fan will recognize
Morrissey's development from
his post-Smiths talk-singing
("Sister I'm a Poet") to his more
recent, "Vauxhall and I"-era
crooning ("Boxers").
The best parts of most Morrissey albums are the terse, sometimes absurd lyrics that conjure
up images of shut-in grandmothers, perverted headmasters and
lazy sunbathers. Morrissey's
trademark
Kermit-the-Frog
vocals just seem to go so well
with lines like, "Boy racer, boy
racer, we're gonna kill this pretty
thing. He thinks he has got the
whole world in his hands. Stood
at the urinal."
And who else could sing
those incredibly pretentious
words with a straight face (and
manage to convince us that he
means it)?
The musical variety on "My
Early Burglary Years" is almost
nonexistent, which is ironic since
it's a collection of the past eight
or nine years of his work. " BlackEyed Susan" features some nice
backwards loops and (an
attempt at) white noise, while
"Sunny" is a radio-ready ballad
with a pretty chorus and typically bittersweet lyrics.
Equally ambitious is his cover
of T. Rex's "Cosmic Dancer" (a
minimalistic live track replete
with screaming teenage girls in
the background). While it
sounds absolutely nothing like
Marc Bolan, it's still a brave
attempt.
Other than that, "Burglary
Years" is a negligibly rewarding
album. Completists will appreciate mediocre songs like "At
Amber" and "Girl Least Likely
To," but the casual Morrissey listener might want to avoid this
droll, tiring exercise in egostroking. Morrissey, I'm sure, has
a few good songs left in him, and
maybe even another great
album.
Unless he reinvents himself
soon, however, his schtick is only
going to be appreciated by a
select few bleary-eyed British
youths standing in line to meet
him at the London Tower
Records for his newest release.
-John Wenzel

ALBUMS
1. The MlseducaUon of
Lauryn Mill." Lauryn Hill
2. "Back to TitanicSoundtrack
3. "'N Sync." N Sync
4. "High Mileage." Alan
Jackson
5. "Hello Nasty." Beastle Boys
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Damon, Norton win
big in 'Rounders'
By ANTHONY RECZNIK
The BG News

t

"Rounders,"
a
Miramax gambling
flick set against New
York's underground
poker world, stars
Matt Damon as Mike McDermott, a street-smart poker
genius/law student who attends
classes during the day and earns
his cash at night.
In one of the earliest scenes,
however, Mike is taken for
$30,000 in one hand, and as a
result
promises
girlfriend
(Gretchen Mol) that he'll stick to
his studies and give up the
game. Even though the urge is
there, Mike keeps his promise.
That is, until his best friend.
Worm (Edward Norton), is
released from prison.
Worm, a typical sleaze bag,
convinces Mike to return to the
underground poker halls in
order to pay off his debts. Mike
inevitably helps his friend, and
in the process puts his own life
in danger.
The movie is definitely worth
your money for a variety of reasons, one of which is the original
story. You don't exactly hear
about the high-stakes underworld of poker halls every day.
The premise behind Mike's
character is a bit implausible,
however. It's a little hard to
swallow that a full-time law student could be pulling 64-hour
poker runs and still be able to
attend school.
Damon gives a good performance as another troubled
genius, much like the one in
"Good Will Hunting." In fact
throughout the movie many parallels surface between the two
roles. For instance both characters, Hunting and McDermott,
show great compassion and loyalty toward their friends (in the
former's case it was Ben
Affleck). Both are street smart,
self-taught geniuses and each
hides their true feelings lo their
love interest.
I'm not suggesting that
Damon has been type-casted,
and "Rounders" is certainly not
on the level of "Good Will Hunting," but the similarities were
unmistakable.
The rest of the cast give great
performances as well. Norton is
by far the best: you don't know
whether to hate him, like him or

Photo Provided
Edward Norton, Matt Damon and John Turturro star in the
slick gambling movie "Rounders."
to just sit back and dig on his
"Starskey and Hutch"-style
threads. It's easy to ascertain
within the first few scenes that
his character is a jerk, but at the
same time you like him for being
so endearing. He and Damon
also display a lot of chemistry.
They falter on a few scenes that
they share, but overall their performances are outstanding.
Martin Landau and John Turturro are both excellent as well.
They portray Mike's mentors on
both sides of his life, Turturro as
his wise "seen it all" poker pal
and Landau as one of his professors at the law school
John Malkovich, however,
makes the movie. He is hilarious
as Teddy KGB, an Oreo-obsessed
card-shark that is in the Russian
mob. He seems an almost perfect
choice for the role.
Most of the performances in
"Rounders" aren't necessarily
Oscar-worthy, (save maybe for
Norton's), but if the pickings are
slim this year, this film might be
mentioned more than a few
times.
This is more than can be said
for the female characters in the
movie. Mol and Flamke Janssen,
are both portrayed as being pretty weak. Janssen plays Petra, a
poker hall owner. Just when her
character is starting to develop,
she disappears, never to be seen
again.
Mol's character is supposed to
be a major card player, but is
pushed aside about halfway
through to the film. This doesn't
interrupt the flow of the film, but
simply distracts from character
development.

And what of the title of the
film?
Supposedly, world champion
poker player Johnny Chan (who
makes a cameo in the film)
defines the term as a "hustler."
And that is just what Mike and
his buddies are. In one of the
more memorable scenes, he and
Worm bump into some fellow
rounders at the Taj Mahal, and
proceed to gang up on dozens of
unsuspecting Atlantic City
tourist, completely cleaning
them out.
The entire time, Mike is narrating the scene, but he isn't just
stating what's going on. He's
cluing you in on all the mistakes
a "sucker" makes, and this makes
the film even more interesting
and involving. It teaches you,
and even more, it makes you
want to play cards.
For poker players and nonpoker players alike, the movie is
worth looking into.
"Rounders" is currently playing at Woodland Mall Cinemas.
Rated Rfor pervasive strong language, some sexuality and brief
drug use.

Rounders
Woodland Mall Cinemas
Starring: Matt Damon, Edward
Norton, Gretchen Mol
NOW says: Damon turns in a
convincing performance as
street-smart, poker-playing lawyer

• •*
1 star: just 90 to the bar
2 stars: 90 to the bar first
3 atari: movie, men bar
A start: movte. men movtt Again

Streep gathers
experience, respect
The Associated Press

t

NEW YORK— A
trailer fit for a movie
queen was waiting
for Meryl Streep
when she arrived in
rural Ireland last
summer to begin shooting a lowbudget ensemble film.
It was a massive, ugly aluminum thing, fully equipped
and noticeably larger than the
trailers assigned each of the five
other actors. No one said a word.
Streep made a mental note.
By week's end, the trailer was
gone, discreetly replaced by a
more modest one.
"That's pure Meryl," Pat
O'Connor, the director of the
forthcoming "Dancing at Lughnasa," says. "She's so likable,
she's so lacking in fussiness.
That trailer bothered her."
When Streep arrives for an
interview, there is no pushy
entourage or yelping cell
phones.
In fact, just the opposite.
There are times when Streep acts
more like a 49-year-old soccer
mom who, purely by accident,
has stumbled into a career as one
of the most revered actors of her
generation who has picked up 10
Academy Award nominations,
two Oscars, a Tony and an Obie.

"People think I know something that I don't know. They see
me as not who I really am," she
says. "It's like I'm now sort of
emeritus on some level, you
know? Like Stella Adler. But I
don't know anything! And very
quickly on they realize this."
Wearing
sensible
black
trousers and a red blazer over a
white T-shirt, Streep carefully
ponders her responses. Ask
about her craftsmanship, and
you are met with puzzlement.
It's as though she has a guilty
conscience, as if at any moment
the movie police might break
down the door, confiscate her
Screen Actors Guild card and
frog-march her to theatrical
prison.
"Look, I really don't know
how people act," she says. "I feel
like I'm just sneaking by a lot. I
have great respect for other
actors and really don't know
how they do it. I really don't. It's
wonderful when you see it done
right — and that's what I crave,
but I don't know how people
light upon that truth."
Pardon? She's got to be kidding, right? This is, after all,
Meryl Streep confessing to cinematic ignorance. How can this
be?
"I think sometimes she takes
herself by surprise," OConnor

says, laughing. "She can vanish
into a role so far that when she
resurfaces, she doesn't know
what happened!"
True, going deep is a big part
of Streep's reputation. So deep
that it's almost distracting. After
all, this is an actress who studied
both Polish and German five
days a week for three months
just to do a scene in "Sophie's
Choice."
She later spent 12 weeks
before the filming of "The
French Lieutenant's Woman"
perfecting a Victorian middleclass accent by reading Jane
Austen and George Eliot aloud
with a voice coach.
And when she signed up for
the role of a former white-water
rafting guide in "The River
Wild," Streep actually learned to
navigate Class V rapids, the category just below the level
deemed unnavigable.
Her resume goes on and on
like that. But Carl Franklin, the
director of her latest film, "One
True Thing," says that Streep's
awesome ability isn't really
about just being ready.
"She is someone who goes
through all the preparation, but I
think we're talking about something beyond that, too. There's a
gift going on: She's blessed," he
says.
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MOVIES
•*- Continued from N-1
In "You've Got Mail," opening a week later, Meg Ryan and
Tom Hanks reunite from "Sleepless in Seattle" for a romantic
comedy about love over the
Internet. Ryan plays Kathleen
Kelly, the owner of a small children's bookstore that's threatened by a new corporate-run
bookstore. Hanks, the owner of
the corporate bookstore, feels the
wrath of Kathleen's hatred. Little
does she know that he's the same
person she's falling in love with
through email. An appropriate
love story for our electronic age.
Also opening the Dec. 18 is
"Mighty Joe Young," a remake of
the 1949 movie of the same
name. The film follows the discovery of a 20-foot ape in South
America. In an attempt to keep it
safe after its discovery, the ape is
moved to L.A. (good choice). Of
course, something goes horribly
wrong and the ape escapes, des-

Classified
Ads

372-6977
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perate to get home to South
America.
Another family film opening
the same day is "Prince of
Egypt." Unlike the most famous
movie about Moses, "The Ten
Commandments," "Prince" is an
entirely animated musical. The
animation is supposedly a combination of traditional handdrawn techniques and computer-animation. The all-star cast
includes Val Kilmer as the voice
of Moses and Ralph Finnes as
Ramses. It also features Michelle
Pfeffier, Sandra Bullock, Jeff
Goldblum and Patrick Stewart.
Opening Christmas Day is
"The Faculty," a new horror flick
from the writer of "Scream" and
"I Know What You Did Last
Summer." "The Faculty" appears
to be* more science-fiction
themed than Kevin Williamson's
past films. Elijiah Wood stars as
a student in a small town high
school that begins to find eviClass oil 999
Class 0(1999
Class o(1999
Senior Portraits are now being taken. Don't be
led out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook Por
traits are taken in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides The sitting
will only take about 15 minutes and your memories will last lorever. The low 16 lee can be
charged through the Bursar. Portraits are taken
in 26 West Hall (Basement). Please eel
1-800 969-1338 in advance to schedule a sitting. 'Portraits make great Christmas gifts.'

LACROSSE
Practice 4-e Monday
oi call
3533825 ,

Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Carl Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits daily from i0am-6pm. Any
senior graduating m Dec. May or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by the
studio. Sessions take about 15 minutes and
the $6 sitting tee can be charged to the Bursar
Please call 1 800 969-1338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits are taken m 28 West Hall. Don't
be left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Photo Provided
Denzel Washington (left) as FBI Special Agent Anthony "Hub" Hubbard confronts Bruce
Willis (right) as General William Devereaux about the declaration of martial law in New
York City in "The Siege."
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential a caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.
Preschooi-Day Care Program in home has
openings lor 3-5 yr olds. Quality child care that
is fun. sate a educational by an experienced
preschool teacfer Cal: 354 6461
SKYDIVE NOW. Only 10 mm from campus at
SKYDIVE BG Student a group discounts
VISA S MC accepted 352 5200.

PERSONALS
LOST & FOUND

Discover Europe Information Meeting
6 Week Program In France ft Belgium
Classes In English
Earn BGSU Credits
Registration ft Financial Aid Info
Tues. Sept. 22,1908 9.00pm BA 1000
For Into: Dr. Chitlle-chiltle@bgnei
or MatlOndrejko-mondre^bgnet.

Found: A lost dalmation in the area of S College near the Pop Culture House For mfo call
3539459

WANT TO TRAVEL ft GET BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one of over 140 colleges in the U S
without paying out-of-state tuiuoni Go for the
fall or the academic year' Credits transler'
Great experience" See the countryi Hawaii' Alaskal
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFO SESSION:
Friday. September 16th at 2:30 p.m.
3rd fl of the Student Union in the Stale Rm
For more details cal the co-op program at
2 2454

CAMPUS EVENTS

dence that suggests his teachers
at school are really aliens planning to take over the bodies of
everyone in town.
Also opening Dec. 25 is "The
Thin Red Line." This star-studded WWII drama is based on
James Jones' epic novel of the
same name. It tells the story of
an Army rifle company in the
1942-43 Guadalcanal campaign.
The film which features Sean
Penn, Nick Nolte, George
Clooney, John Cusack, Woody
Harrelson, Bill Pullman, John
Travolta and many newcomers
in principle roles. Understandably, this film already has Oscar
rumors surrounding it.
Another movie with possible
Oscar nominations is "Stepmom," starring Julia Roberts, Ed
Harris and Susan Sarandon.
Sarandon plays an abandoned
wife who despises her ex's new
wife (Roberts). This drama also
opens Christmas day.

RIDES
ASSEMBLERS Excellent income ID assemble
products al home
Inlor 1S04-646.1700
DEPT OH6255

SERVICES OFFERED
JUMP at mis new oner" SKY0IVE BG just
10 mm From campus is now offering a lirsl
lump on* day class during the week (M-w-F)
in addition to our regular weekend classes Call
lor student special inlormaion 352 5200
V/MC accented

IMAGE

Attention Organizational
Treasures
Come to the Treasurer's Workshop to learn
how to spend your money wisely I Wed Sept
23.6.8pm. Alumni Room. Union
_____
ATTENTION TO
ALL OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Have You Received Yours Yet? If you have
not picked up a copy of the 1998-1999 Student
Handbook, go to the Off Campus Student
Center in Moseley and pick yours up. It is
necessary for all students to have a copy of this
handbook lor future reference The handbooks
will only be available in your off campus mailboxes until Monday. September 21st.

Cellular Phones
No credit check, no seounty deposit
$99 kit includes Motorola flip phone
battery, and charger 45 free minutes

Call (4191356-2005

Class of 1999

Class of 1999
Class of 1999
Senior Portraits are now being taken. Don't be
leftoutoftheHistoricl999KeyYearbook Portraits are taken in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting
will only take about 15 minutes and your mem
ones will last forever. The low $6 fee can be
charged through the Bursar. Portraits are taken
in 28 West Hall (Basement) Please ca1'
1.800-969-1338 in advance to schedule a sitting. 'Portraits make great Christmas gifts.'
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80's and 90's dance

SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW
Cancun, Jamaica. Mazatlan.
AS. Padre Early bird savngs
until Oct. 31. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips ♦ cash
1.800 SURFS.UP
www.sludentexpress com

GOOD LUCK
BG WOMEN S TENNIS
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL AND ICE HOCKEY APPLY
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON MUST AT
TEND MANDATORY CLINIC FOR FOOT
BALL
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE
SEPT 2B-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL. SEPT 29-W.C FLAG
FOOTBALL; SEPT. 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL.
OCT 6-GREEK8INDP ICE HOCKEY
Now open Campus world Travel"
Airline tickets, spnng break trips
rafting trips, skiing tnps 352-7689.
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming

Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Carl Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits daily from I0am-6pm. Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May or August
should attend Portraits are taken in your dress
dorhes and in a cap and gown provided by me
studio Sessions last about 1S minutes and me
$6 sitting fee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1.800-969.1338 to schedule a sitting Portraits are taken in 28 West Hall Don't
be left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook.

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE. Biggest and
best selection Choose from over 2000
dilferent images. FINE ART, MUSIC.
MODELS. MOVIE POSTERS. HUMOR. ANIMALS, BLACK LIGHT, SCIENCE FICTION.
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES. KIDS,
PHOTOGRAPHY. MOTIVATIONALS MOST
IMAGES ONLY S6. $7, AND *8 EACH! SEE
US AT THE UNIVERSITY UNION-2ND
FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM ON MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 14TH THROUGH FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 18TH. The hour* are 10 a.m.*
p.m. This sale is sponsored by UAO
THE WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM WISHES THE
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM GOOD LUCK THIS
WEEKEND'!

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.
• Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp jewelry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloi/e Cigarettes
incense
unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200+ Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool cloves and Slippers
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445 E. Wooster

(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6

354-0176

READ THE
BG NEWS DAILY

wanted
s

only $15 per month

$ Happy &irthday$

u University Dining Services

5! $5.20/hour No weekends.
•J Monday to Friday
- j 12 noon ■ 3:30p.m. or 1 -4p.m.

Back to School Special:

^^Ij

Mention this ad and get one month free.
354-HOST

www.BGHost.com

HEY SENIORS HERE'S A
BRIGHT IDEA!

Hiring2to3students.
SERVICES Prout Dining Hall at the Student Union.
UNIVERSITY

— Call 2-7947
BGSU students only.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
■ 602 Second, Fum. Eff. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second. 1 BR. Fum. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up
• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.
• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up
• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up

Call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule your
SENIOR PORTRAIT
Sitting ai/aiLable 10am - 6pm Daily
in 28 West HalL (Basement)

'Length lease negotiable*

T

T

page 12
Thtnk BG is a bonng town? Not to Entertain
mem anchors Kan Howard and Vtc Fiorelio can
Ml you axoiirtQ things to do weekdays on BG
24 NewsJ Turn io cable channel 24 even/day at
5 30.1030 and 7 30 am
Thursday's ai KAMIKAZE'S
Dtmers from 79pm
Dollar pitchers all night long
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich Michels
Irom 10-2

WANTED
Need 1 to subls 2 bdrm apt. $20<Vmo Furn..
newly carpeted. Own room. Water 4 gas md
in rent. Ctoee tocampus. 353-7462

HELP WANTED
$2000 Tuition Reimbursement
United Parcel Service
We are currently looking lor permanent part■me employees who are mieresied in working
from 3 to 5 hours per day
WE OFFER
*£ xceilent entry level pay of
$8.50/19.50 per hour, and can earn
up to $12.45/$ 13.45 per hour with
progression.
'FuM Dme benefits for part time work1
•Advancement opportunities'

'Holidays and weekends oft <
Call (419) 891-6820 EOE

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAKII 2 FREE TRIPS
ON. ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$. Ja
matca, Cancun, Bahamas. Florida. Padrel Low
Phoasi Free Meals. Parties A Meals' "Limited
O
I
I
a
r
l800-426-7710Avww.sunsplashtours.com

Cinemark Theatres
;l

CINEMA 5 LTland
11234

354-0

Ru«hHour(pQ-13)
(12:40 2:55) 5:10 7:40 10:00
Blade (R)
(1:00)4:10 7:10 8.50
Rounder. (R)
(1:10)4:20 7:30 10.15
•'» Something About Mary (R)
(12:50)4:00 7:00 9:40
One True Thing (R)
(12:30)4:30 7:20 10:05
First 100 people lor
One True Thing
Gel a FREE Poster
www.cinemark.com
.111nee times) on SAT* SUN only.

BG 24 NEWS OPEN TRV-OUT
Weainer anchor needed for Tuesday and
Thursday broadcasts

P-time cook. 12-20 rvs/wk
P-time bartender. BG Country Club
Please call 352 3*00

Musi be o« sophomore status. Preference g«ven io returning members or (hose with meteorological experience

Palnter'a help needed
Full or part Dme
Call 352-2190

' Stgn up at the BG 24 newsrooom in the basement of West Hall if interested
Call Jim Foust (372-2077) with any questions.

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc ?
Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hout of 9:00am and 500pm
(Mon.-Fri.) at: Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc. 426 dough Si BG OH 43402

BLAKELY ASSISTED LIVING CENTER CUR
RENTLY HAS TWO PART-TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANTS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. EXCEPTIONAL
PAY AND BENEFIT PACKAGE WE ARE
LOOKING FOR MATURE INDIVIDUALS
THAT CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY W A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIENCE WITH OLDER ADULTS PREFERRED,
BUT NOT NECESSARY PLEASE APPLY AT
600 STERLING DR . N BALTIMORE OHIO
BETWEEN 9 00AM ANO 5 00PM EOE
BLAKELY CARE FACILITIES CURRENTLY
HAS OPENINGS FOR PART-TIME ACTIVITIES ASSISTANTS WE ARE LOOKING FOR
ENERGETIC. OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS
WHO CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT WITH OLDER ADULTS PLEASE APPLY AT 600 STERLING DR.. NORTH BALTIMORE, OH. EOE

Spnng Break 199-Sell trips. Earn cash & go
freelli Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rales to Jamaica, Mexico, and Florida
600648-4849 or
www sistrayel com

Eastwood High School, a local high school is
looking lor a varsity asst wrestling coach lor
the upcoming season which is Nov. 1 • March
10. Paid position. For more tnlormation. confact John Obrock (athletic director) at
419-633-3611

VAN DRrVER-Parttime position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages of 21 65.
have a vaiid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record Submit resume to P.O. Box
738. Bowling Green. OH 43402 EOE

Help Wanted
WaitsiaM. bartenders, and cooks Apply in person or call 823-0014 100 W. Main St. Haskins, OH 43S2S. The Haskins Inn, S miles north
ol BG off state route 25
-New Restaurant Opening!-

Volunteers in Progress
CAMPUS BROTHERS-Would you like to
spend time with a child with group activities^
Call Mike at 353-7439. ADOPT A
GRANDPARE NT-Would you like o spend Dme
with the elderly' Call Jen at 372-6644.

Lawn mam for Knickerbocker lawns. Part A
full time Will work around class schedule. Call
352-5822

FOR SALE

Looking for work thai isn't food service? A & A
Inventory Service is now hiring. We provide
complete training and a unique work environment. Call 800 533 7861 for info A application
aopoafignent.
Model and talent agency is looking for a local
model and talent booker/salesperson. You
must be self-motivated and good with people
Must be available 3-5 days a week.
4l9257-90n or ^19-299-3435
Organist needed. Hosanna Lutheran Church.
Kellogg Rd.. Grand Rapids OH. Call
419-832-1041 oremailbnnoman@ituno.com

AAAA.I Early Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Parry Cruise! 0 Days $2791 Includes Most
Mealsl Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs
from Florida' 1998 BBB Award Winner' spnngbreaittraval.com1-800-678-6386.

Rooms avail, in BG home. Grad males pref.
Please call 352 1631 or 354 670 V leave a
messag.

AAAA.I Spring Break Travel was 1 ol 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in tie
marketplace' springbreaktravel.com
CARS $1004500
POLICE IMPOUNDS
Hondas, Chevys, Jeeps. A Sport
UDhties MUST SELL'
1-8OO-522-2730 Ji 4558.
Gibson ES 335 electric guitar, showcase edition. Peart colored, a steal for $800 Call any
time. 352-9974.

1987
Toyota
great-$800-353-5978.

Movmg SaW
Home Furnishings, outerwear
Meial desk, goll efluiprdoines
Many FREE item.
231 ButtonwoorJ (near BG Jr »gh|

MR2

140K.

1

S.

Main

bdrm.

Located
Newly
Cat

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

PRIME STAR - lowest Install pno»l
Service is 100% free
Call now at 1 -800-378 496B
Pnmestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49,001*99.00 one »me payment
$25 99 programming. Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Otter''

Call NowM 800-580-2765

Sponsored by the Center (or
Environmental Programs and yourj
Campus Recycling Program
1 Noss and Cooperrider, 1994 Savino|

Trek 7000 Moutain bike 22" aluminum Irame
Excellent cond $350 OBO. Call Steve at
352-2535. sspitter@svhlew.com

NtiiuTB's Legacy

[§•]

FOR RENT

1 BR sublease $320vmonth No sec dep. Will
subsidize 1st mo. rent Man 372-1261.

Runs

2 BDRM furn apt dose to campus
Includes utilities, grad students

welcome 353-5074

1996 Dodge Neon, automatic. 2 dr coupe, bik
with grey mtenor, sun roof. SpoJer. AM/FM
cass stereo, excell cond 1 owner car. well
maintained. $6500 Call 419-872-4560

AAAA*! Early Specialsi Panama dry' Room
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties1
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149< spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678 6386

Q (/)

Thure.9-1.Fn.9-e.Sat.0-1.

1 8 2 bdrm. furnished apis.
352-7454

'90 Corolla well-maintained, manual
$2000 OBO. Call 353-4627.

Sublessor Needed Immediately
Low Rent across from campus
CalUig-698 2733

1 800-678 6386

Tutors needed: Math, or FIN, ACCT. Physics.
ENG, BIOL, CHEM. All subjects. Disability services. 372-8495, ask for Peggy.

DTPFamiUrwithMacilBM. Pi. or lull-lime.
Flex hours Resume to: Jack Smith 1544 ConnoautAve.,BG

Lawn maintenance and landscaping Full and
part-time positions available No experience
necessary 354-1923.

For Rent
Two bedroom apt. w'garage
Close to campus
evening 872-9874. day 372 2096

Printing pressmen. AB L>ck equip. Flexible
hours. Send resume to: Jack Smith, 1544
Conneaut Ave .BG.

University Dining ServncesiWanagement Information Specialist. Primary Responsibilities:
Perform system backup of ail computers (IBM
and IBM Compatibles, MAC. Reorganize hard
drives, upgrade menus, upgrade software. Assist programmer with answering user computer
questions. Delivery and pickup of GnffirvD-ebold ROT registers. Assist programmer
with developing Excel Spreadsheets. Other dunes as assigned Mon-Fn to be arranged
around class schedule Pay Rah) %S 90/hr
Questions? Scon Blackwood 372-2893

Cashiers Barney's Conveneince Mart $6
starting pay, college tuition reimbursement,
fleiibfe hours. 3rd shift differential, profit sharing, paid vacations, medical benefits, full $
part-time available. Apply at anymore

AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica1 7
nights Air ft hotel From $399> Includes Free
food. Drinks, Parties! 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winneri springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

217 South College- 1.5 blocks from Hanna
Hall, 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
ubl., sec. dep.. parental guarantee req . no
pets. $575/mo. Rent collected quarterly
Available immediately
For more Information or to sign a lease,
conlict Arbor Enterprises al 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

N e wIo ve
Realty Rentals
114
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Nightly 7:00
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HOW STELLA
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GOT HER WW
GROOVE BrCK Sat Sun Wed
Angela Basset! [5] Mat 4JO
Every Saturday
at Midnight R
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Welcome Students

'12

apt.

Fashions and
Alterations By

Downtown.
decorated.
Allowed.

Faye

•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.

353-2047

GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING!

OR VISIT

OUR NEW WEBSITE
|llp://>a«*.Br»l*trrr»ll).««H
332 Soulh

Main

Bowling Green, OH - 43402-3432

Street

«^^%(our only office)
ST??

352-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals

■•■•■•■•■•

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

YOUR HOMETOWN PIZZA
CONNECTION

w/Student ID

353-2526
Free Towing if we
do the job!

■ nlup
ltd

Bllw

BGSU

Ncwlovc Realty Rentals
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552-5620

INEWIPVE
Rentals
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Poglioi's

•OH Change $19.99*
"most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B
Bowling Green. OH

PIZZA

945 S. MAIN
PUB ATMOSPHERE
GREAT SELECTION
OF IMPORT BEERSI
Pizza • Pasta
Subs* Salads
BG's Best Breadsticks
And More
Din* In • Carry Out
Free Delivery

352-9638
440 E Court St

352-7571
"QUALITY SINCE 1967"

PIZZAS 9,12,14, &16 Inch
7VUt KjLcat VotfL i4 S/uaaty

"Home of the Lover's Pizza"
8 Varieties
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

FEATURING

• Sub* • Chef Salads
• Salad Bar
• Bear - Win* - Liquor

Pizza V Subs ▼ Salads
Snacks V Pasta
Burritos ▼ More

e: Soups, I
-Free Delivery
Dine lo • Carry Out
Prom Hem Doily • Catering
Oroup et Senior Discount*
Great Monthly Specials

HOURS
Mon.-Wed. 11 00a.m. • 2:30am
Thurs.-Set. 11 am - 3:00 a.m.
Sun. Noon-230a.m.
DINE IN or CARRY OUT
_

t$

—Free Delivery—

352-1504

> CD
PIZZA* SUBS & MORE
Free Delivery
UMITEDABEA

352-5166
203 N MAIN BOWLING GREEN
OPEN 4 PM WEEKDAYS
LUNCH FRhSATaSUN
Salads • Potato Skins
Wings • Chicken Fingers
Pasta Salad • Bread Sticks
Tomato or Garlic Bread
ASK ABOUT OUT SPECIALS !

616 E. Wooster Bowling
'KJ '.Green

These are the BEST IN B.G.
(You Can Get Domino's, Papa Johns or Pizza Hut Anywhere)

B.G. is Now your Hometown
So find out why these 4 pizzarias
outperform the national chains.

[••]

